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MUTATION OF CLUSTER-TILTING OBJECTS AND
POTENTIALS
ASLAK BAKKE BUAN, OSAMU IYAMA, IDUN REITEN, AND DAVID SMITH
Abstract. We prove that mutation of cluster-tilting objects in triangulated
2-Calabi-Yau categories is closely connected with mutation of quivers with
potentials. This gives a close connection between 2-CY-tilted algebras and
Jacobian algebras associated with quivers with potentials.
We show that cluster-tilted algebras are Jacobian and also that they are
determined by their quivers. There are similar results when dealing with tilting
modules over 3-CY algebras. The nearly Morita equivalence for 2-CY-tilted
algebras is shown to hold for the finite length modules over Jacobian algebras.
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Introduction
The Fomin-Zelevinsky mutation of quivers plays an important role in the theory
of cluster algebras initiated in [FZ]. There is, motivated by this theory via [MRZ],
a mutation of cluster-tilting objects in cluster categories, and more generally Hom-
finite triangulated 2-Calabi-Yau (2-CY for short) categories over an algebraically
closed fieldK [BMRRT, IY]. This has turned out to give a categorical model for the
quiver mutation in certain cases [BMR2, BIRS]. There is also a theory of mutation
for 3-CY algebras [IR]. On the other hand there is the recent theory of mutation
of quivers with potentials (Q,W ), initiated in [DWZ1].
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Associated with cluster-tilting objects T in 2-CY categories C are the endomor-
phism algebras EndC(T ), called 2-CY-tilted algebras. And associated with a quiver
with potential (Q,W ) are algebras called Jacobian algebras in [DWZ1]. The mu-
tation of cluster-tilting objects induces an operation on the associated 2-CY-tilted
algebras and the mutation of quivers with potentials induces an operation on the
associated Jacobian algebras. The theme of this paper is to investigate these classes
of algebras and their relationships, in particular with respect to mutation. In ad-
dition to cluster-tilting objects in triangulated 2-CY categories, we also deal with
mutation of tilting modules over 3-CY algebras, and their relationship to mutation
of quivers with potentials. We now state the main results of this paper, referring
to section 1 for definitions and background material.
(A) Starting with a tilting module T over a 3-CY algebra Λ such that EndΛ(T ) is
Jacobian, our first main theorem states that the two mutations “coincide” (Theorem
5.1). The same type of result is proved for cluster-tilting objects in triangulated
2-CY categories (Theorems 5.2 and 5.3). Our basic idea for the proof is to use the
relationship between Jacobian algebras and 2-almost split sequences introduced
in [I2, IY], which is a higher analogue of the classical relationship between mesh
categories of translation quivers and almost split sequences [Rie, BG, IT1, IT2, I1].
(B) The results in (A) can be used to show that large classes of 2-CY-tilted
algebras are Jacobian. In particular, a main result is that cluster-tilted algebras,
which are an important subclass of 2-CY-tilted algebras, are Jacobian (Corollary
6.8). This is an easy consequence of Theorem 5.3.
More generally we show that a large class of 2-CY-tilted algebras coming from tri-
angulated 2-CY categories associated with elements in Coxeter groups (see [BIRS])
are also Jacobian (Corollary 6.7).
(C) It is an open question whether there exists a (mutation-) operation on alge-
bras with the following property: EndC(T ) should be sent to EndC(T
∗), when T is
a cluster-tilting object in a triangulated 2-CY category and T ∗ is a cluster-tilting
object obtained from T by mutation.
It is an easy consequence of (A) that this question has an affirmative answer
under some additional conditions.
(D) Another main result in this paper is that cluster-tilted algebras are deter-
mined by their quivers. This was shown for finite representation type in [BMR3].
We here give a short proof of this fact (Theorem 2.3). Alternatively, it is also a
direct consequence of (B).
(E) One of the starting points of tilting theory is the reflection functors [BGP,
APR], giving a nearly Morita equivalence, in the terminology of [Rin], meaning
that modΛ[addSk] ≃
modΛ′
[addS′k]
, where Sk and S
′
k are the simple modules associated with
the vertex k, where k is a sink or a source in the quiver of the path algebra Λ, and
Λ′ is the path algebra obtained by changing direction of all arrows adjacent to k.
An important property of cluster-tilted algebras (and more generally 2-CY-tilted
algebras), is that this nearly Morita equivalence generalizes in the sense that one
replaces reflection at a source/sink with mutation at any vertex [BMR1, KR1]. A
consequence of this is that the cluster-tilted algebras (in one mutation class) have
the same “number” of indecomposable modules. In view of the close connection
between 2-CY-tilted algebras and Jacobian algebras it is natural to investigate
if a property known to hold for one of the classes also holds for the other one.
In this spirit we show that nearly Morita equivalence holds also for two Jacobian
algebras where one is obtained from the other by mutation of quivers with potentials
(Theorem 7.1). We show this also for algebras which are not finite dimensional,
dealing with the category of finite length modules. In view of our previous results,
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this gives a generalization of the above result for cluster-tilted algebras. For the
proof we use a functorial approach to results and techniques of [DWZ1].
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In section 1 we collect some known
results on the different kinds of mutation and on cluster-tilted algebras. In section 2
we prove that cluster-tilted algebras are determined by their quiver. The connection
between tilting and cluster-tilting mutation and mutation of quivers with potential
is given in sections 3, 4 and 5. In section 6 we show that a class of 2-CY-tilted
algebras associated with reduced expressions of elements of the Coxeter groups are
given by QP’s, which are rigid in the sense of [DWZ1]. The result on nearly Morita
equivalence is given in section 7.
The results in this paper have been presented at conferences in Oxford and Ober-
wolfach [Re, I3]. That cluster-tilted algebras and some of the 2-CY-tilted algebras
associated with elements in Coxeter groups are Jacobian is proved independently in
[K3] using completely different methods (see also [A]). The result on nearly Morita
equivalence is independently proved in [DWZ2]. Our result (A) on 3-CY algebras
is related to results of Vito´ria [V] and Keller-Yang [KY].
Conventions All modules are left modules, and a composition ab of morphisms
(respectively, arrows) a and b means first a and then b. We denote by s(a) the start
vertex of an arrow or path a and e(a) denotes the end vertex. For an algebra Λ
we denote by modΛ the category of finitely generated Λ-modules, and by f. l.Λ the
category of finite length Λ-modules. We denote by JΛ the Jacobson radical of an
algebra Λ, and by JC the Jacobson radical of an additive category C. For an object
T in an additive category C we denote by QT the quiver of EndC(T ).
1. Preliminaries on mutation
In this section we discuss different kinds of mutations. We first recall the Fomin-
Zelevinsky mutation of quivers and the recent mutation of quivers with potentials
from [DWZ1]. Then we consider the mutation of cluster-tilting objects in 2-Calabi-
Yau (2-CY) categories, which often gives a categorical modelling of quiver mutation.
A main theme of this paper is the comparison of the last two mutations. Since
cluster-tilted algebras play a central role in this paper, we recall their definition
and some of their basic properties. Finally, we consider mutation of tilting modules
over 3-Calabi-Yau algebras, which will also be compared to mutation of quivers
with potentials.
1.1. Mutation of quivers. Let Q be a finite quiver with vertices 1, . . . , n, and
having no loops or 2-cycles. For any vertex k, Fomin-Zelevinsky [FZ] defined a new
quiver µk(Q) as follows. Let bij and b
′
ij denote the number of arrows from i to j
minus the number of arrows from j to i in Q and µk(Q), respectively. Then we
have
b′ij =
{
−bij if i = k or j = k,
bij +
|bik|bkj+bik|bkj |
2 else.
Clearly we have µk(µk(Q)) ≃ Q. This mutation is an essential ingredient in the
theory of cluster algebras initiated in [FZ]. Note that if the vertex k is a sink
or a source, then this mutation coincides with the Bernstein-Gelfand-Ponomarev
reflection of quivers [BGP].
1.2. Mutation of quivers with potentials. Let Q be a finite connected quiver
without loops, and with vertices 1, . . . , n, and set of arrows Q1. We denote by
KQi the K-vector space with basis Qi consisting of paths of length i in Q, and by
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KQi,cyc the subspace of KQi spanned by all cycles. Consider the complete path
algebra
K̂Q =
∏
i≥0
KQi
over an algebraically closed field K. A quiver with potential (QP for short) is a pair
(Q,W ) consisting of a quiver Q without loops and an element W ∈
∏
i≥2KQi,cyc
(called a potential). It is called reduced if W ∈
∏
i≥3KQi,cyc. The cyclic derivative
∂aW is defined by ∂a(a1 · · · aℓ) =
∑
ai=a
ai+1 · · · aℓa1 · · ·ai−1 and extended linearly
and continuously. A QP gives rise to what has been called the associated Jacobian
algebra [DWZ1]
P(Q,W ) = K̂Q/J (W ),
where J (W ) = 〈∂aW | a ∈ Q1〉 is the closure of the ideal generated by ∂aW with
respect to the J
K̂Q
-adic topology.
Two potentialsW andW ′ are called cyclically equivalent ifW−W ′ ∈ [KQ,KQ],
where [−,−] denotes the vector space spanned by commutators. Two QP’s (Q,W )
and (Q′,W ′) are called right-equivalent if Q0 = Q
′
0 and there exists a K-algebra
isomorphism φ : K̂Q → K̂Q′ such that φ|Q0 = id and φ(W ) and W
′ are cyclically
equivalent. In this case φ induces an isomorphism P(Q,W ) ≃ P(Q′,W ′). It is
shown in [DWZ1] that for any QP (Q,W ) there exists a reduced QP (Qred,Wred)
such that P(Q,W ) ≃ P(Qred,Wred), which is uniquely determined up to right-
equivalence. We call (Qred,Wred) a reduced part of (Q,W ). For example, a reduced
part of the QP (Q,W ) below is given by the QP (Qred,Wred) below.
(Q,W ) =
(
1
c
AA
a // 2 b // 3
d
, cd+ abd
)
(Qred,Wred) =
(
1
a // 2 b // 3 , 0
)
A QP (Q,W ) is called rigid [DWZ1] if the deformation space P(Q,W )/(KQ0 +
[P(Q,W ),P(Q,W )]) is zero, or equivalently J
K̂Q
= J (W ) + [KQ,KQ] holds.
A mutation µk(Q,W ) of a QP (Q,W ) is introduced in [DWZ1] for each vertex k
in Q not lying on a 2-cycle. It is defined as a reduced part of (Q′,W ′) = µ˜k(Q,W ),
the latter one being given as follows. Replacing W by a cyclically equivalent po-
tential, we assume that no cycles in W start at k.
(a) Q′ is a quiver obtained from Q by the following changes.
(i) Replace the fixed vertex k in Q by a new vertex k∗. (Although k and k∗
are identified in [DWZ1], we distinguish them to avoid any confusion.)
(ii) Add a new arrow [ab] : i → j for each pair of arrows a : i → k and
b : k→ j in Q.
(iii) Replace each arrow a : i→ k in Q by a new arrow a∗ : k∗ → i.
(iv) Replace each arrow b : k → j in Q by a new arrow b∗ : j → k∗.
(b) W ′ = [W ] + ∆ where [W ] and ∆ are the following:
(i) [W ] is obtained by substituting [ab] for each factor ab inW with a : i→
k and b : j → k.
(ii) ∆ =
∑
a,b∈Q1
e(a)=k=s(b)
a∗[ab]b∗.
Then k∗ is not contained in any 2-cycle in µk(Q,W ), and µk∗(µk(Q,W )) is right-
equivalent to (Q,W ) [DWZ1]. Note that if both Q and the quiver part of µk(Q,W )
have no loops and 2-cycles, then they are in the relationship of Fomin-Zelevinsky
mutation.
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For example, we calculate µ2(Q,W ) and µ2∗(µ2(Q,W )) for the QP (Q,W ) be-
low. (For simplicity we denote a∗∗ and b∗∗ by a and b respectively.)
(Q,W ) =
(
1
a // 2 b // 3 , 0
)
µ2
−→
(
1
[ab]
??2
∗
a∗oo 3b
∗
oo , a∗[ab]b∗
)
µ˜2∗−→
(
1
[ab]
AA
a // 2 b // 3
[b∗a∗]

, [ab][b∗a∗] + b[b∗a∗]a
)
reduced
−−−−−→
(
1
a // 2 b // 3 , 0
)
We introduce the following generalization of Jacobian algebras of QP’s, which
play an important role in this paper.
Definition 1.1. We call a triple (Q,W,F ) a QP with frozen vertices if (Q,W ) is
a QP and F is a subset of Q0. We define the associated Jacobian algebra by
P(Q,W,F ) = K̂Q/J (W,F ),
where J (W,F ) is the closure
J (W,F ) = 〈∂aW | a ∈ Q1, s(a) /∈ F or e(a) /∈ F 〉
with respect to the J
K̂Q
-adic topology. This means that we exclude cyclic derivatives
associated with arrows between frozen vertices.
1.3. Mutation of cluster-tilting objects. Let C be a Hom-finite triangulated
K-category, where K is an algebraically closed field. We denote by [1] the shift
functor in C, and ExtiC(A,B) = HomC(A,B[i]). Then C is said to be n-Calabi-Yau
(n-CY for short) if there is a functorial isomorphism
DHomC(A,B) ≃ Ext
n
C(B,A)
for A,B in C and D = HomK(−,K). Note that this is called weakly n-Calabi-Yau
in [K2]. Similarly we call a Frobenius category E n-CY if the stable category E is
n-CY.
Let C be 2-CY. An object T in C is cluster-tilting if
addT = {X ∈ C | Ext1C(T,X) = 0}
(see [BMRRT, I2, KR1]). In this case the algebra EndC(T ) is called a 2-CY-tilted
algebra. We define a cluster-tilting object in E by the same formula.
Let T = T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Tn, where the Ti are nonisomorphic indecomposable
objects. For each k = 1, . . . , n there is a unique indecomposable object T ∗k in C
with T ∗k 6≃ Tk such that (T/Tk) ⊕ T
∗
k is a cluster-tilting object in C, and we write
µk(T ) = (T/Tk) ⊕ T ∗k . Clearly we have µk(µk(T )) ≃ T . There are associated
exchange triangles
T ∗k
g
→ Uk
f
→ Tk → T
∗
k [1] and Tk
g′
→ U ′k
f ′
→ T ∗k → Tk[1]
where f and f ′ are minimal right add(T/Tk)-approximations, and g and g
′ are
minimal left add(T/Tk)-approximations [BMRRT, IY]. Also for a cluster-tilting
object in E , we have exchange sequences defined similarly.
In general, for a category C and a full subcategory C′, we denote by [C′](X,Y )
the subgroup of HomC(X,Y ) consisting of morphisms factoring through objects in
C′. Then [C′] forms an ideal of the category C.
We have an equivalence HomC(T,−) : C /[addT [1]] ≃ modEndC(T ) by [BMR1,
KR1]. Using this, if there is no loop at k in QT , we have an equivalence
modEndC(T )
[addSk]
≃
modEndC(µk(T ))
[addS∗k ]
,
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where Sk and S
∗
k are the simple modules associated with Tk and T
∗
k . Thus EndC(T )
and EndC(µk(T )) are by definition nearly Morita equivalent.
We say that a 2-CY category C has no loops or 2-cycles if the quiver QT of
EndC(T ) has no loops or 2-cycles for any cluster-tilting object T in C (see [BIRS]).
Under this assumption we have the following important connection with the Fomin-
Zelevinsky quiver mutation. For a cluster-tilting object T we have
Qµk(T ) ≃ µk(QT )
by [BMR2, BIRS]. Hence C has a cluster structure in the sense of [BIRS].
1.4. Cluster-tilted algebras. Cluster categories are by definition the orbit cate-
gories CQ = D
b(KQ)/τ−1[1], where Q is a finite connected acyclic quiver, Db(KQ)
is the bounded derived category of the finite dimensional (left) KQ-modules, and τ
is the AR-translation in Db(KQ), see [BMRRT]. These orbit categories are known
to be triangulated by [K1], and are Hom-finite 2-CY [BMRRT]. The cluster-tilted
algebras are by definition the 2-CY-tilted algebras coming from cluster categories
[BMR1].
For cluster categories CQ, the cluster-tilting objects are induced by tilting KQ′-
modules over path algebras KQ′ derived equivalent to KQ. It is known [BMRRT]
that given any two cluster-tilting objects in CQ, then one can be obtained from the
other by a finite sequence of mutations of cluster-tilting objects, and hence there is
only one mutation class of cluster-tilted algebras by [BMRRT], based on [HU].
By [ABS] ([BR] in the Dynkin case) the quiver of EndCQ(T ) is obtained from the
quiver of the tilted algebra EndKQ′(T ) by adding an arrow in the opposite direction
for each relation in a minimal set of relations. In particular, we have the following,
which is also easily seen directly.
Lemma 1.2. Let T be a tilting module in modKQ. Then EndCQ(T ) ≃ KQ
′ for a
quiver Q′ with no oriented cycles, if and only if EndKQ(T ) ≃ KQ′.
If the quiver QT of a 2-CY-tilted algebra coming from a 2-CY category C is
acyclic, then it follows from [KR1] that EndC(T ) ≃ KQT . Moreover if C is a con-
nected algebraic triangulated category (that is, the stable category of a Frobenius
category), then C is equivalent to the cluster category CQT [KR2].
1.5. Mutation of tilting modules over 3-Calabi-Yau algebras. Let R be a
formal power series ring K[[x, y, z]] in three variables over an algebraically closed
field K, and let Λ be an R-algebra which is a finitely generated R-module. We call
Λ 3-Calabi-Yau (3-CY for short) if the bounded derived category Db(f. l.Λ) is a
3-CY category [Boc, CR, G, IR]. It was shown in [IR] that Λ is 3-CY if and only if
Λ is a free R-module which is a symmetric R-algebra with gl. dimΛ = 3. Rickard
proved that 3-CY algebras are closed under derived equivalences (see [IR]).
Let Λ be a 3-CY algebra. For a basic tilting Λ-module T of projective dimension
at most one, we have another 3-CY algebra Γ = EndΛ(T ). We take an indecompos-
able decomposition T = T1⊕· · ·⊕Tn. Let ek ∈ Γ be the idempotent corresponding
to Tk for k = 1, . . . , n. We let Ik = Γ(1 − ek)Γ. Let us recall the following result
[IR, Th. 5.4, Th. 7.1].
Proposition 1.3. If Γ/Ik ∈ f. l.Γ, then there exists a minimal projective resolution
0→ Γek
f2
−→ P1
f1
−→ P0
f0
−→ Γek → Γ/Ik → 0 (1)
with P0, P1 ∈ addΓ(1− ek) satisfying the following conditions.
(a) Applying HomΓ(−,Γ) to (1), we have an exact sequence
0→ ekΓ→ HomΓ(P0,Γ)→ HomΓ(P1,Γ)→ ekΓ→ Γ/Ik → 0. (2)
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(b) Let T ∗k = Ker(T ⊗Γ f0) and µk(T ) = (T/Tk) ⊕ T
∗
k . Then µk(T ) is a basic
tilting Λ-module of projective dimension at most one and T ∗k 6≃ Tk.
(c) If QT and Qµk(T ) have no loops or 2-cycles, then Qµk(T ) ≃ µk(QT ) holds.
Notice that we can not drop the assumption Γ/Ik ∈ f. l.Γ, which is automatically
satisfied if QT has no loops at k. We need the following additional information for
later application.
Proposition 1.4. If Γ/Ik ∈ f. l.Γ, then the following assertions hold.
(a) There exist exact sequences (called exchange sequences)
0→ T ∗k
g
−→ Uk
f
−→ Tk and 0→ Tk
g′
−→ U ′k
f ′
−→ T ∗k
such that f and f ′ are right add(T/Tk)-approximations, and g and g
′ are
left add(T/Tk)-approximations.
(b) In the category of finitely generated Λ-modules with projective dimension at
most one, g and g′ are kernels of f and f ′ respectively, and f and f ′ are
cokernels of g and g′ respectively.
(c) The complex Tk
g′
−→ U ′k
f ′g
−−→ Uk
f
−→ Tk induces exact sequences
0→ (T, Tk)
g′
−→ (T, U ′k)
f ′g
−−→ (T, Uk)
f
−→ [addT/Tk](T, Tk)→ 0,
0→ (Tk, T )
f
−→ (Uk, T )
f ′g
−−→ (U ′k, T )
g′
−→ [addT/Tk](Tk, T )→ 0.
If QT has no loops at k, then we have [addT/Tk](T, Tk) = JmodΛ(T, Tk)
and [addT/Tk](Tk, T ) = JmodΛ(Tk, T ).
(d) The complex T ∗k
g
−→ Uk
fg′
−−→ U ′k
f ′
−→ T ∗k induces exact sequences
0→ (µk(T ), T ∗k )
g
−→ (µk(T ), Uk)
fg′
−−→ (µk(T ), U ′k)
f ′
−→ [addT/Tk](µk(T ), T ∗k )→ 0,
0→ (T ∗k , µk(T ))
f ′
−→ (U ′k, µk(T ))
fg′
−−→ (Uk, µk(T ))
g
−→ [addT/Tk](T ∗k , µk(T ))→ 0,
If QT has no loops at k, then we have [addT/Tk](µk(T ), T
∗
k ) = JmodΛ(µk(T ), T
∗
k )
and [addT/Tk](T
∗
k , µk(T )) = JmodΛ(T
∗
k , µk(T )).
Proof. (a)(c) We have TorΓi (T,Γ/Ik) = 0 for any i > 1. Applying T ⊗Γ − to the
sequence (1) and putting Uk = T ⊗Γ P0 and U ′k = T ⊗Γ P1, we have the exact
sequences in (a).
Since the functor T⊗Γ : add ΓΓ→ addΛT is an equivalence and the sequence (1)
is exact, we have that f and f ′ are right add(T/Tk)-approximations, and that the
upper sequence in (c) is exact. Since the functor HomΓop(−, T ) : addΓΓ → add ΛT
is a duality and the sequence (2) is exact, we have that g and g′ are left add(T/Tk)-
approximations, and that the lower sequence in (c) is exact.
(b) Clearly g and g′ are kernels of f and f ′ respectively. Since Λ is 3-CY, we
have ExtiΛ(f. l.Λ,Λ) = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 [IR]. Thus any Γ-module X with projective
dimension at most one satisfies ExtiΛ(f. l.Λ, X) = 0 for i = 0, 1. On the other
hand, since Γ/Ik ∈ f. l.Γ by our assumption, we have that Cok f = T ⊗Γ (Γ/Ik)
and Cok f ′ = TorΓ1 (T,Γ/Ik) are in f. l.Λ. Thus we have Ext
i
Λ(Cok f,X) = 0 =
ExtiΛ(Cok f
′, X) for i = 0, 1. This implies that f and f ′ are cokernels of g and g′
respectively.
(d) Let Γ′ = EndΛ(µk(T )) and I
′
k = Γ
′(1 − ek)Γ′. We will show Γ′/I ′k ∈ f. l.Γ
′.
Then we will have the desired assertion by applying the argument in (c) for µk(T )
instead of T .
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For any p ∈ JmodΛ(T ∗k , T
∗
k ), there exists q ∈ EndΛ(U
′
k) and r ∈ EndΛ(Tk) which
make the diagram
0 // Tk
g′ //
r

U ′k
f ′ //
q

T ∗k
p

0 // Tk
g′ // U ′k
f ′ // T ∗k
commutative. It is not difficult to check that the correspondence p 7→ r gives a
well-defined isomorphism Γ′/I ′k → Γ/Ik.
In particular, QT has no loops at k if and only if Qµk(T ) has no loops at k. 
2. Cluster-tilted algebras are determined by their quivers
In this section we prove that cluster-tilted algebras are determined by their
quivers. Alternative proofs using potentials will be given as a consequence of the
main result in section 5.
First we prove the following.
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a cluster-tilting object in some cluster category CQ, with QT
an acyclic quiver. Then CQT is equivalent to the cluster category CQ.
Proof. Although the assertion follows from the main result in [KR2], we give an
elementary proof here.
We know that T is induced by some tilting KQ′-module U , where KQ′ is de-
rived equivalent to KQ. Since EndCQ(T ) ≃ KQT , we have by Lemma 1.2 that
EndKQ′(U) ≃ EndCQ′ (T ) ≃ EndCQ(T ) ≃ KQT , so that KQ
′ and KQT are also
derived equivalent. Hence KQ and KQT are derived equivalent, so that the cluster
categories CQ and CQT are equivalent. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Q be an acyclic quiver and CQ the associated cluster category. Let
T be a cluster-tilting object in CQ such that the quiver QT of EndC(T ) is isomorphic
to Q. Then there is an autoequivalence of triangulated categories F : CQ → CQ with
F (T ) ≃ KQ.
Proof. We have that T is induced by a tiltingKQ′-module U , satisfying EndKQ′(U) ≃
KQ by Lemma 1.2. Then we have a commutative diagram
U_

∈ Db(KQ′)

RHomKQ′ (U,−)// Db(KQ)

∋ KQ
_

T ∈ CQ
F //_________ CQ ∋ KQ
where RHomKQ′(U,−) : D
b(KQ′) → Db(KQ) is an equivalence of triangulated
categories since U is a tilting module [H]. Hence RHomKQ′(U,−) commutes with
τ and [1], so that there is an equivalence F : CQ → CQ of triangulated categories,
with F (T ) ≃ KQ. 
Using this we get the following
Theorem 2.3. Let T1 and T2 be cluster-tilting objects in the cluster categories CQ1
and CQ2 respectively, and assume that the quivers QT1 and QT2 are isomorphic.
Then there is an equivalence of triangulated categories F : CQ1 → CQ2 such that
F (T1) ≃ T2. In particular EndCQ1 (T1) ≃ EndCQ2 (T2) holds.
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Proof. We have a sequence of mutations µ = µkℓ ◦ · · · ◦µk1 such that µ(KQ1) ≃ T1
in CQ1 . Let T be a cluster-tilting object in CQ2 such that µ(T ) ≃ T2. Since
QT1 ≃ QT2 , we haveQ1 ≃ QT . Hence by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 there is an equivalence
of triangulated categories F : CQ1 → CQ2 such that F (KQ1) ≃ T . Since cluster-
tilting mutations commute with equivalences of triangulated categories, we have
F (T1) ≃ F (µ(KQ1)) ≃ µ(F (KQ1)) ≃ µ(T ) ≃ T2,
and consequently EndCQ1 (T1) ≃ EndCQ2 (T2). 
We can strengthen the above theorem as follows.
Corollary 2.4. Let T1 be a cluster-tilting object in a cluster category and T2 a
cluster-tilting object in an algebraic 2-CY triangulated category C without loops or
2-cycles. If QT1 ≃ QT2 , then EndC(T1) ≃ EndC(T2).
Proof. By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, there exists a sequence
µ of mutations such that µ(T ) ≃ T2 and QT is acyclic. Since C is assumed to be
algebraic, it follows from [KR2] that C is equivalent to CQT , so the result follows
from Theorem 2.3. 
3. Preliminaries on presentation of algebras
In this section we consider presentations of algebras, which are important for the
rest of this paper.
Let K as before be an algebraically closed field and Γ a K-algebra with Jacobson
radical JΓ. We regard Γ as a topological algebra via the JΓ-adic topology with a
basic system {J iΓ}i≥0 of open neighborhoods of 0. Thus the closure of a subset S
of Γ is given by
S =
⋂
ℓ≥0
(S + JℓΓ). (3)
We assume that Γ satisfies the following conditions:
(A1) Γ/JΓ ≃ Kn for some n > 0 and dimK(JΓ/J2Γ) <∞,
(A2) the JΓ-adic topology on Γ is complete and separated, i.e., Γ ≃ lim←−ℓ≥0
Γ/JℓΓ.
For example, finite dimensional K-algebras, complete path algebras K̂Q of finite
quivers Q, and algebras over R = K[[x1, . . . , xd]] which are finitely generated R-
modules satisfy (A1) and (A2). If φ : Λ → Γ is a homomorphism of K-algebras
satisfying (A1), then JΛ ⊂ φ−1(JΓ) holds. In particular φ is continuous.
Let Q be a finite quiver. It is convenient to introduce the following concepts. For
a ∈ Q1, define a right derivative ∂ra : JK̂Q → K̂Q and a left derivative ∂
l
a : JK̂Q →
K̂Q by
∂ra(a1a2 · · · am−1am) =
{
a1a2 · · · am−1 if am = a,
0 otherwise,
∂la(a1a2 · · ·am−1am) =
{
a2 · · · am−1am if a1 = a,
0 otherwise,
and extend to J
K̂Q
linearly and continuously. Then ∂ra is a homomorphism of K̂Q-
modules and ∂la is a homomorphism of K̂Q
op
-modules. Clearly for any p ∈ J
K̂Q
we have
p =
∑
a∈Q1
(∂rap)a =
∑
a∈Q1
a(∂lap).
For simplicity we call p ∈ K̂Q basic if p is a formal linear sum of paths in Q with a
common start i and a common end j. In this case we write s(p) = i and e(p) = j.
Clearly any ideal of K̂Q is generated by a set of basic elements.
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We start with the following important fact.
Proposition 3.1. Let Γ be a K-algebra satisfying (A1) and (A2), and let Q be
a finite quiver. Assume that we have a K-algebra homomorphism φ0 : KQ0 → Γ
and a homomorphism φ1 : KQ1 → JΓ of (KQ0,KQ0)-modules. Then the following
assertions hold.
(a) φ0 and φ1 extend uniquely to a K-algebra homomorphism φ : K̂Q → Γ.
Moreover Kerφ is a closed ideal of K̂Q.
(b) The following conditions are equivalent.
(i) φ : K̂Q→ Γ is surjective.
(ii) φ0 and φ1 induce surjections KQ0 → Γ/JΓ and KQ1 → JΓ/J2Γ.
(iii) φ0 induces a surjection KQ0 → Γ/JΓ, and for any i ∈ Q0 we have an
exact sequence⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Γ(φs(a))
(φa)a
−−−→ JΓ(φi)→ 0.
(iv) φ0 induces a surjection KQ0 → Γ/JΓ, and for any i ∈ Q0 we have an
exact sequence⊕
a∈Q1, s(a)=i
(φe(a))Γ
(φa)a
−−−→ (φi)JΓ → 0.
Proof. (a) The first assertion is clear. We observed that φ is continuous. Since {0}
is a closed subset of Γ then its inverse image Kerφ is a closed subset of K̂Q.
(b) (ii)⇒(i) φ induces a surjection φℓ : KQℓ → JℓΓ/J
ℓ+1
Γ for any ℓ. For any
x = x0 ∈ Γ, there exist pℓ ∈ KQℓ and xℓ+1 ∈ J
ℓ+1
Γ such that xℓ+1 = xℓ − φℓ(pℓ)
for any ℓ ≥ 0. Then we have φ(
∑
ℓ≥0 pℓ) = x.
(i)⇒(iii) It is enough to show that φ(p) is in the image of (φa)a for any basic element
p ∈ J
K̂Q
with e(p) = i. This follows from the equality p =
∑
a∈Q1
(∂rap)a since this
implies φp = (φ∂rap)a · (φa)a.
(iii)⇒(ii) The sequence in (iii) induces a surjection
⊕
a∈Q1
Γ/JΓ
(φa)a
−−−→ JΓ/J
2
Γ.
The rest follows similarly. 
We shall need the following easy fact.
Lemma 3.2. Let Q be a finite quiver and S a finite subset of J
K̂Q
. For the ideal
I = 〈S〉 of K̂Q, we have I =
∑
v∈S(K̂Q)v + I ·Q1 and I =
∑
v∈S(K̂Q)v + I ·Q1.
Proof. Since I is generated by S, we have the first equality.
Let p ∈ I. For any ℓ > 0 we can write p = rℓ + r′ℓ for some rℓ ∈ I and r
′
ℓ ∈ J
ℓ
Γ.
Then pℓ := rℓ+1 − rℓ = r′ℓ − r
′
ℓ+1 ∈ I ∩ J
ℓ
Γ for ℓ > 0. Letting p0 = r1, we have p0 +
p1+· · ·+pℓ = p−r′ℓ+1. Thus p =
∑
ℓ≥0 pℓ. We write pℓ =
∑
v∈S p
′
ℓ,vv+
∑
a∈Q1
p′′ℓ,aa
for p′ℓ,v ∈ K̂Q and p
′′
ℓ,a ∈ I. Then p =
∑
v∈S(
∑
ℓ≥0 p
′
ℓ,v)v +
∑
a∈Q1
(
∑
ℓ≥0 p
′′
ℓ,a)a
holds. Thus we have the second equality. 
We now give a result describing relations.
Proposition 3.3. Assume that the conditions in Proposition 3.1(b) are satisfied.
For a finite set S of basic elements in J
K̂Q
, the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Kerφ = I holds for the ideal I = 〈S〉 of K̂Q.
(b) The following sequence is exact for any i ∈ Q0.⊕
v∈S, e(v)=i
Γ(φs(v))
(φ∂rav)v,a−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Γ(φs(a))
(φa)a
−−−→ JΓ(φi)→ 0. (4)
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(c) The following sequence is exact for any i ∈ Q0.⊕
v∈S, s(v)=i
(φe(v))Γ
(φ∂lav)v,a−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, s(a)=i
(φe(a))Γ
(φa)a
−−−→ (φi)JΓ → 0.
Proof. (a)⇒(b) Since
(φ∂rav)a · (φa)a = φ(
∑
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
(∂rav)a) = φv = 0,
the sequence is a complex. Now we assume that (pa)a ∈
⊕
a∈Q1
e(a)=i
K̂Q(s(a)) satisfies
(φpa)a · (φa)a = 0. Since ∑
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
paa ∈ Kerφ = I,
there exists qv ∈ K̂Q by Lemma 3.2 such that∑
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
paa−
∑
v∈S
qvv ∈ I ·Q1.
Applying ∂ra on both sides, we have
pa −
∑
v∈S
qv∂
r
av ∈ I = Kerφ.
Thus (φqv)v ∈
⊕
v∈S, e(v)=i Γ(φs(v)) satisfies
(φpa)a = (φqv)v · (φ∂
r
av)v,a.
(b)⇒(a) We shall show that Kerφ = I. Take any v ∈ S with e(v) = i. Since (4)
is exact, we have
φv = φ(
∑
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
(∂rav)a) = (φ∂
r
av)a · (φa)a = 0.
This implies v ∈ Kerφ and I ⊂ Kerφ. Since Kerφ is a closed ideal by Proposition
3.1, we have I ⊂ Kerφ.
To prove Kerφ ⊂ I, we will first show that, for any p ∈ Kerφ, there exists p′ ∈ I
such that p− p′ ∈ (Kerφ) ·Q1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that p is
basic with e(p) = i. Since
(φ∂rap)a · (φa)a = φp = 0
holds, we have that (φ∂rap)a factors through the left map (φ∂
r
av)v,a in (4). Thus
there exists qv ∈ K̂Q such that (φ∂rap)a = (φqv)v · (φ∂
r
av)v,a. Then
∂rap−
∑
v∈S, e(v)=i
qv∂
r
av ∈ Kerφ.
Hence
p−
∑
v∈S, e(v)=i
qvv =
∑
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
(∂rap−
∑
v∈S, e(v)=i
qv∂
r
av)a ∈ (Kerφ) ·Q1.
It follows that p′ =
∑
v∈S, e(v)=i qvv ∈ I satisfies the desired condition.
Consequently we have Kerφ ⊂ I + (Kerφ) ·Q1. This implies
Kerφ ⊂ I + (I + (Kerφ) ·Q1) ·Q1 = I + (Kerφ) ·Q
2
1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ I + (Kerφ) ·Q
ℓ
1
for any ℓ. By (3), we have Kerφ ⊂ I.
(a)⇔(c) can be shown dually. 
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We give a relationship between the dimension of Ext2-spaces and minimal sets
of generators for relation ideals in complete path algebras (cf. [Bon, Y]). Note
that the corresponding result is not true in general if we deal with ordinary path
algebras KQ instead of K̂Q. See [BIKR, section 7] for an example. Note however
that if KQ/〈S〉 is finite dimensional, then the corresponding result is true.
Proposition 3.4. Let Q be a finite quiver, J = J
K̂Q
, I a closed ideal of K̂Q
contained in J2, and Γ = K̂Q/I. Let S be a finite set of basic elements in I.
(a) S spans the K-vector space I/(IJ +JI) if and only if I = 〈S〉. Moreover S
is a basis of the K-vector space I/(IJ + JI) if and only if S is a minimal
set satisfying I = 〈S〉.
(b) If S is a minimal set satisfying I = 〈S〉, then we have
dimK Ext
2
Γ(Sj , Si) = #(iK̂Qj) ∩ S = dimK i(I/(IJ + JI))j
for any simple Γ-modules Si and Sj associated with i, j ∈ Q0.
Proof. (a) Assume first that S spans I/(IJ + JI), and let I ′ = 〈S〉. Then we have
I = I ′ + IJ + JI. This implies
I = I ′+(I ′+IJ+JI)J+J(I ′+IJ+JI) = I ′+IJ2+JIJ+J2I = · · · = I ′+
∑
0≤i≤ℓ
J iIJℓ−i
for any ℓ > 0. Thus we have I ⊂
⋂
ℓ>0(I
′ + Jℓ) = I ′ and hence I = I ′ = 〈S〉.
Next we assume that I = 〈S〉. By Lemma 3.2, we have I = 〈S〉 + IJ . Thus
I = 〈S〉+ IJ + JI = KS+ IJ + JI holds.
The second equivalence is an immediate consequence of the first assertion.
(b) The minimality of S implies that the projective resolution in Proposition
3.3(b) is minimal. Thus we have the left equality. The right equality follows from
(a) since (iK̂Qj) ∩ S is a basis of the K-vector space i(I/(IJ + JI))j. 
Now let C be a K-linear category satisfying the following conditions:
(C1) C is Krull-Schmidt, i.e., any object in C is isomorphic to a finite direct sum
of objects whose endomorphism rings are local.
(C2) EndC(X) satisfies (A1) and (A2) for any basic object X ∈ C.
For a finite quiver Q and a field K, we denote by K̂Q also the category of finitely
generated projective K̂Q-modules. Then K̂Q satisfies (C1) and (C2). We have the
following observation from Proposition 3.1(a).
Lemma 3.5. For a category C satisfying (C1) and (C2) and a quiver Q, assume
that an object Φ0i ∈ C for any i ∈ Q0 and a morphism Φ1a ∈ C(Φs(a),Φe(a))
for any a ∈ Q1 are given. Then Φ0 and Φ1 extend uniquely to a K-linear functor
Φ: K̂Q→ C.
Restating Proposition 3.3, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.6. Let C be a category satisfying (C1) and (C2), and let Q be a
finite quiver. Let Φ: K̂Q→ C be a K-linear functor, and let T =
⊕
i∈Q0
Φi. For a
finite set S of basic elements in J
K̂Q
, the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) Φ induces a surjection φ : K̂Q→ EndC(T ) with Kerφ = 〈S〉.
(b) For any i ∈ Q0, we have a complex⊕
v∈S, e(v)=i
Φs(v)
(Φ∂rav)v,a−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a)
(Φa)a
−−−−→ Φi
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in addT which induces an exact sequence
C(T,
⊕
v∈S, e(v)=i
Φs(v))
(Φ∂rav)v,a−−−−−−→ C(T,
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a))
(Φa)a
−−−−→ JC(T,Φi)→ 0.
(c) For any i ∈ Q0, we have a complex
Φi
(Φa)a
−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, s(a)=i
Φe(a)
(Φ∂lav)a,v−−−−−−→
⊕
v∈S, s(v)=i
Φe(v)
in addT which induces an exact sequence
C(
⊕
v∈S, s(v)=i
Φe(v), T )
(Φ∂lav)a,v−−−−−−→ C(
⊕
a∈Q1, s(a)=i
Φe(a), T )
(Φa)a
−−−−→ JC(Φi, T )→ 0.
4. Jacobian algebras and weak 2-almost split sequences
In this section we study properties of Jacobian algebras of QP’s. We also inves-
tigate a variation of 2-almost split sequences and AR 4-angles discussed in [I2, IY],
which we call weak 2-almost split sequences. We show that there is a close rela-
tionship between Jacobian algebras and weak 2-almost split sequences, which will
be used to prove the connection between mutation of QP’s and of cluster-tilting
objects in the next section.
Let (Q,W ) be a QP. For a pair of arrows a and b, we define ∂(a,b)W by
∂(a,b)(a1a2 · · · am) =
∑
ai=a, ai+1=b
ai+2 · · · ama1 · · ·ai−1
for any cycle a1 · · ·am in W and extend linearly and continuously. Clearly e(a) 6=
s(b) implies ∂(a,b)W = 0.
The following easy observation is useful.
Lemma 4.1. (a)
∑
a∈Q1
(∂(a,b)W )a = ∂bW =
∑
c∈Q1
c(∂(b,c)W ) for any b ∈
Q1.
(b) ∂(a,b)W = ∂
r
a(∂bW ) = ∂
l
b(∂aW ).
We have the following property of Jacobian algebras of QP’s.
Proposition 4.2. Let (Q,W ) be a QP and Γ = P(Q,W ). Let φ : K̂Q → Γ be a
natural surjection. Then there exist complexes
Γ(φi)
(φb)b
−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1
s(b)=i
Γ(φe(b))
(φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1
e(a)=i
Γ(φs(a))
(φa)a
−−−→ JΓ(φi)→ 0,
(φi)Γ
(φa)a
−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1
e(a)=i
(φs(a))Γ
(φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1
s(b)=i
(φe(b))Γ
(φb)b
−−−→ (φi)JΓ → 0
which are exact except at the second left terms.
Proof. Since ∂(a,b)W = ∂
r
a(∂bW ) = ∂
l
b(∂aW ) holds by Lemma 4.1, the assertion
follows immediately from Proposition 3.3(a)⇒(b)(c). 
As an immediate application, we have the following consequence.
Proposition 4.3. Let (Q,W ) be a QP and Γ = P(Q,W ).
(a) Ext2Γ(S,Γ) = 0 = Ext
2
Γop(S
′,Γ) holds for any simple Γ-module S and any
simple Γop-module S′.
(b) If Γ is a finite dimensional K-algebra, then idΓΓ ≤ 1 and idΓΓ ≤ 1.
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Proof. (b) follows immediately from (a).
(a) Let S be a simple Γ-module. By Proposition 4.2, there exists a complex
P
f2
−→ P1
f1
−→ P0
f0
−→ P
of projective Γ-modules, which is exact at P0, such that Cok f0 = S and
HomΓ(P0,Γ)
f1
−→ HomΓ(P1,Γ)
f2
−→ HomΓ(P,Γ) (5)
is exact. We can take a morphism f ′2 : P
′ → P1 such that
P ⊕ P ′
(f2f′
2
)
−−−→ P1
f1
−→ P0
f0
−→ P → S → 0
gives a projective resolution of S. Since (5) is exact, we have that
HomΓ(P0,Γ)
f1
−→ HomΓ(P1,Γ)
(f2f′2)−−−→ HomΓ(P ⊕ P
′,Γ)
is exact. Consequently we have the desired properties. 
To study the property of Jacobian algebras of QP’s categorically, we introduce
the following concept.
Definition 4.4. Let C be a category satisfying (C1) and (C2), and T ∈ C an object.
We call a complex
U1
f1
−→ U0
f0
−→ X
in addT a right 2-almost split sequence if
C(T, U1)
f1
−→ C(T, U0)
f0
−→ JC(T,X)→ 0
is exact. In other words, f0 is right almost split in addT and f1 is a pseudo-kernel
of f0 in addT . Dually, we call a complex
X
f2
−→ U1
f1
−→ U0
in addT a left 2-almost split sequence if
C(U0, T )
f1
−→ C(U1, T )
f2
−→ JC(X,T )→ 0
is exact. In other words, f2 is left almost split in addT and f1 is a pseudo-cokernel
of f2 in addT . We call a complex
X
f2
−→ U1
f1
−→ U0
f0
−→ X
in addT a weak 2-almost split sequence if U1
f1
−→ U0
f0
−→ X is a right 2-almost split
sequence and X
f2
−→ U1
f1
−→ U0 is a left 2-almost split sequence. Note that we do not
assume that f2 (respectively, f0) is a pseudo-kernel (respectively, pseudo-cokernel)
of f1.
Remark The definition of weak 2-almost split sequences given here is more general
than 2-almost split sequences and AR 4-angles in [I2, IY]. One difference is that
we assume neither right minimality of f0 nor left minimality of f2. This point is
necessary to deal with Jacobian algebras of non-reduced QP’s. Another difference is
that our complex is not assumed to be a glueing of two exact sequences (respectively,
triangles). Note that we do not have uniqueness of weak 2-almost split sequences.
We give a key observation which gives a relationship between weak 2-almost split
sequences and Jacobian algebras of QP’s.
Theorem 4.5. Let C be a category satisfying (C1) and (C2), and let (Q,W ) be a
QP. Let Φ: K̂Q→ C be a K-linear functor, and T =
⊕
i∈Q0
Φi. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.
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(a) Φ induces an isomorphism P(Q,W ) ≃ EndC(T ).
(b) Any vertex i in Q gives rise to the following weak 2-almost split sequence
in addT .
Φi
(Φb)b
−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=i
Φe(b)
(Φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a)
(Φa)a
−−−−→ Φi.
(c) Any vertex i in Q gives rise to the following right 2-almost split sequence
in addT .
Φe(b)
(Φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a)
(Φa)a
−−−−→ Φi.
(d) Any vertex i in Q gives rise to the following left 2-almost split sequence in
addT .
Φi
(Φb)b
−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=i
Φe(b)
(Φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a).
Proof. We shall apply Proposition 3.6 to S = {∂aW | a ∈ Q1}.
(b)⇒(c)(d) This is clear.
(c)⇒(a) By Lemma 4.1(b), we have ∂(a,b)W = ∂
r
a(∂bW ). Looking at the complex⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=i
Φe(b)
(Φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a)
(Φa)a
−−−−→ Φi,
we have the assertion by Proposition 3.6(b)⇒(a).
(d)⇒(a) This is shown similarly.
(a)⇒(b) By Proposition 3.6(a)⇒(b)(c), we have exact sequences
C(T,
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=i
Φe(b))
(Φ∂ra(∂bW ))b,a−−−−−−−−−→ C(T,
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a))
(a)a
−−−→ JC(T,Φi)→ 0,
C(
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a), T )
(Φ∂lb(∂aW ))b,a−−−−−−−−−→ C(
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=i
Φe(b), T )
(b)b
−−→ JC(Φi, T )→ 0.
Since ∂(a,b)W = ∂
r
a(∂bW ) = ∂
l
b(∂aW ) holds by Lemma 4.1, we have the assertion.

The following is an analogue of Theorem 4.5 which can be shown similarly and
we will use later.
Theorem 4.6. Let C be a category satisfying (C1) and (C2), and let (Q,W,F ) be a
QP with frozen vertices. Let Φ: K̂Q→ C be a K-linear functor, and T =
⊕
i∈Q0
Φi.
If Φ induces an isomorphism P(Q,W,F ) ≃ EndC(T ), then any vertex i in Q0\F
gives rise to the following weak 2-almost split sequence in addT .
Φi
(Φb)b
−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=i
Φe(b)
(Φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Φs(a)
(Φa)a
−−−−→ Φi.
We now give the following sufficient condition for an algebra to be a Jacobian
algebra of a QP, which we will apply in section 6. We call a cycle a1a2 · · · am in a
quiver Q full if the vertices s(a1), · · · , s(am) are distinct, and if there is an arrow b
in Q with s(b) and e(b) in the cycle, then there is some arrow ai with s(b) = s(ai)
and e(b) = e(ai).
Proposition 4.7. Let Γ be an algebra satisfying (A1) and (A2), and let (Q,W ) be
a QP satisfying the following conditions.
(i) There exists a surjective K-algebra homomorphism φ : P(Q,W )→ Γ such
that Kerφ is the closure of a finitely generated ideal.
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(ii) Every cycle in W is full.
(iii) The elements ∂aW for all arrows a ∈ Q1 contained in cycles of W are
linearly independent over K.
(iv) dimK Ext
2
Γ(S, S
′) ≤ dimK Ext
1
Γ(S
′, S) for any simple Γ-modules S, S′.
Then φ : P(Q,W )→ Γ is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let I be the kernel of the ring homomorphism K̂Q→ Γ induced by φ in (i).
Then ∂aW ∈ I for any a ∈ Q1.
Let J = J
K̂Q
. We show that the image of ∂aW for all arrows a ∈ Q1 contained
in cycles of W in I/(IJ + JI) are linearly independent over K. We assume z =∑m
i=1 ci∂aiW is in IJ+JI for some c1, . . . , cm in K and different arrows a1, . . . , am
contained in cycles ofW . Fix a minimal set S′ of basic elements satisfying I = 〈S′〉,
which is finite by the assumption (i). We have an equality z =
∑
j pjqjrj (possibly
an infinite sum) with qj ∈ S′ and pj , rj ∈ K̂Q such that for each j one of pj and
rj belongs to J . Assume z 6= 0. Then there exists a cycle C in W such that ∂aiC
appears in z for some i = 1, . . . ,m. We have ∂aiC = pqr for paths p, q and r
appearing in pj, qj and rj respectively for some j, and one of p and r is a nontrivial
path. Let S and S′ be simple Γ-modules corresponding to s(q) and e(q) respectively.
Then we have Ext2Γ(S
′, S) 6= 0 by applying Proposition 3.4(b) to S′. By (iv), we
have Ext1Γ(S, S
′) 6= 0, so there is an arrow in Q from e(q) to s(q). Since p or r
is a nontrivial path, it follows that the cycle C is not full, a contradiction to (ii).
Consequently we have z = 0. By (iii), we have that all ci are 0.
For each arrow j
a
→ i lying on a cycle in W , we have a relation of the form
∂aW , hence dimK Ext
1
Γ(Si, Sj) such relations, where Si and Sj denote the simple
modules at the vertices i and j. We then have
dimK Ext
1
Γ(Si, Sj) ≤ dimK i(I/(IJ + JI))j
= dimK Ext
2
Γ(Sj , Si) ≤ dimK Ext
1
Γ(Si, Sj),
where the first inequality follows by the above, the equality follows by Proposition
3.4(b), and the last inequality holds by (iv). Hence we have I = 〈∂aW | a ∈ Q1〉
by Proposition 3.4(a). It follows that φ is an isomorphism. 
Now we study the relationship between weak 2-almost split sequences and ex-
change triangles/sequences for the following three cases.
(A) C = modΛ for a 3-CY algebra Λ and T is a basic tilting Λ-module of
projective dimension at most one (section 1.5).
(B) C is a 2-CY Frobenius category and T is a basic cluster-tilting object.
(C) C is a 2-CY triangulated category and T is a basic cluster-tilting object.
We also consider the following stronger version of (C) associated with k ∈ Q0.
(Ck) In (C), we have HomΛ(Ext
1
Λ(DΛ, Sk), Sk) = 0 for Λ := EndC(T ) and the
simple Λ-module Sk. (We call this the vanishing condition at k.)
The following observation shows that weak 2-almost split sequences appear nat-
urally in cluster-tilting theory.
Proposition 4.8. Let C and T = T1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Tn satisfy one of the above (A), (B)
or (C). Assume that the quiver of EndC(T ) has no loops at k. Glueing exchange
triangles/sequences
T ∗k
g
−→ Uk
f
−→ Tk and Tk
g′
−→ U ′k
f ′
−→ T ∗k
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given in sections 1.3 and 1.5, we have weak 2-almost split sequences
Tk
g′
−→ U ′k
f ′g
−−→ Uk
f
−→ Tk in addT,
T ∗k
g
−→ Uk
fg′
−−→ U ′k
f ′
−→ T ∗k in addµk(T ).
Proof. The cases (B) and (C) are easily shown (cf. [IY, Theorem 3.10]), and the
case (A) is shown in Proposition 1.4(c)(d). 
In the rest of this section, we shall show the following converse statement of
Proposition 4.8, which plays an important role in the next section.
Theorem 4.9. Let C and T = T1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Tn satisfy one of the above (A), (B)
or (Ck). Assume that QT has no loops at k. Then for any weak 2-almost split
sequence
Tk
f2
−→ U1
f1
−→ U0
f0
−→ Tk
with f1 ∈ JC, there exist exchange triangles/sequences
T ∗k
g
−→ U0
f0
−→ Tk and Tk
f2
−→ U1
g′
−→ T ∗k
such that f1 = g
′g.
We first give a proof for the case (A). Since f1 ∈ JC , we have that f0 and f2
are minimal right and left add(T/Tk)-approximations respectively. Consider any
exchange sequences
0→ T ∗k
g
−→ U0
f0
−→ Tk and 0→ Tk
f2
−→ U1
g′
−→ T ∗k .
There is an automorphism p ∈ AutC(U1) such that f1 = pg′g. Since (f2pg′)g =
f2f1 = 0 and g is injective, we have f2pg
′ = 0. Thus there exists q ∈ AutC(Tk) such
that qf2 = f2p.
Tk
f2 //
q

U1
f1 //
p

U0
f0 // Tk
0 // Tk
f2 // U1
g′g // U0
f0 // Tk
Since f2 = qf2p
−1, we have exchange sequences
0→ T ∗k
g
−→ U0
f0
−→ Tk and 0→ Tk
qf2p
−1=f2
−−−−−−−→ U1
pg′
−−→ T ∗k
satisfying pg′g = f1.
The proof for the case (B) is the same.
In the rest of this section, we consider the case (Ck). We need preliminary
results.
Lemma 4.10. Let Λ be a basic finite dimensional K-algebra with pdΛ(DΛ) ≤ 1.
If the quiver of Λ has no loops at k and Λ satisfies the vanishing condition at k,
then P = Λek satisfies
Ext1Λ(νP, P ) = HomΛ(νP, ν(Λ/P )) Ext
1
Λ(ν(Λ/P ), P )+Ext
1
Λ(νP,Λ/P )HomΛ(Λ/P, P ).
Proof. LetM = Ext1Λ(DΛ,Λ) and e = ek. We have Ext
1
Λ(DΛ, Sk) =M⊗ΛSk since
pdΛ(DΛ) ≤ 1. The vanishing condition at k implies
DSk ⊗Λ M ⊗Λ Sk = DHomΛ(M ⊗Λ Sk, Sk) = 0,
so we have e(topΛ⊗KΛop M)e = 0. This implies
eMe = e(JΛM +MJΛ)e.
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Since the quiver of Λ has no loops at k, we have eJΛ = eΛ(1 − e)Λ and JΛe =
Λ(1− e)Λe. Thus we have
eMe = e(JΛM +MJΛ)e = eΛ(1− e)Me+ eM(1− e)Λe.
Since (DΛ)(1− e) = ν(Λ/P ), we have
(1 − e)Me = Ext1Λ((DΛ)(1 − e),Λe) = Ext
1
Λ(ν(Λ/P ), P ).
Similarly, we have eM(1− e) = Ext1Λ(νP,Λ/P ). Thus we have the desired equality.

We also need the following easy observation.
Lemma 4.11. Let C be a 2-CY triangulated category with a cluster-tilting object
T . Let Λ = EndC(T ) and F = C(T,−) : C → modΛ. Then we have a functorial
isomorphism
αX,Y : C(X [1], Y ) ≃ Ext
1
Λ(νF (X), F (Y ))
for any X,Y ∈ addT .
Proof. We have an equivalence F : addT
∼
−→ addΛ. Take a triangle
X [1]→ U1 → U0 → X [2] (6)
with U0, U1 ∈ addT . Applying F and using F (X [2]) ≃ D C(X,T ) = νF (X), we
have a projective resolution
0→ F (U1)→ F (U0)→ νF (X)→ 0 (7)
of the injective Λ-module νF (X).
Applying C(−, Y ) to (6) and HomΛ(−, F (Y )) to (7) and comparing them by
Yoneda’s Lemma on addT , we have a commutative diagram
C(U0, Y ) //
≀

C(U1, Y ) //
≀

C(X [1], Y )

// C(U0[−1], Y ) = 0
HomΛ(F (U0), F (Y )) // HomΛ(F (U1), F (Y )) // Ext1Λ(νF (X), F (Y ))
// 0
of exact sequences. Thus we have an isomorphism
C(X [1], Y ) ≃ Ext1Λ(νF (X), F (Y )),
which is easily checked to be functorial for X,Y ∈ addT . 
Now we have the following result.
Proposition 4.12. In the case (Ck), any morphism in C(Tk[1], Tk) factors through
add((T/Tk)[1]⊕ (T/Tk)).
Proof. We use the notation in Lemma 4.11. Let P = F (Tk) and I = νP . Then we
have an isomorphism
αTk,Tk : C(Tk[1], Tk) ≃ Ext
1
Λ(I, P ).
It is easily checked that we have a commutative diagram
C(Tk[1], T/Tk)× C(T/Tk, Tk)
αTk,T/Tk×F
∼
//
comp.

Ext1Λ(I,Λ/P )×HomΛ(Λ/P, P )

C(Tk[1], Tk)
αTk,Tk
∼
// Ext1Λ(I, P )
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whose horizontal maps are isomorphisms. Comparing the images of vertical maps,
we have that αTk,Tk induces an isomorphism
[T/Tk](Tk[1], Tk) ≃ Ext
1
Λ(I,Λ/P )HomΛ(Λ/P, P ). (8)
Similarly, we have a commutative diagram
C(Tk[1], (T/Tk)[1])× C((T/Tk)[1], Tk)
F [1]×αT/Tk,Tk
∼
//
comp.

HomΛ(I, ν(Λ/P ))× Ext
1
Λ(ν(Λ/P ), P )

C(Tk[1], Tk)
αTk,Tk
∼
// Ext1Λ(I, P )
whose horizontal maps are isomorphisms. Comparing the images of vertical maps,
we have that αTk,Tk induces an isomorphism
[(T/Tk)[1]](Tk[1], Tk) ≃ HomΛ(I, ν(Λ/P )) Ext
1
Λ(ν(Λ/P ), P ). (9)
Since QT has no loops at k, we have
Ext1Λ(I, P ) = HomΛ(I, ν(Λ/P )) Ext
1
Λ(ν(Λ/P ), P ) + Ext
1
Λ(I,Λ/P )HomΛ(Λ/P, P )
by Lemma 4.10. Using (8) and (9), we have
C(Tk[1], Tk) = [(T/Tk)[1]](Tk[1], Tk) + [T/Tk](Tk[1], Tk),
which shows the assertion. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.9 for the case (Ck).
Since f1 ∈ JC , we have that f0 and f2 are minimal right and left add(T/Tk)-
approximations respectively. Consider any exchange triangles
T ∗k
g
−→ U0
f0
−→ Tk
e
−→ T ∗k [1] and Tk
f2
−→ U1
g′
−→ T ∗k
e′
−→ Tk[1].
There are automorphisms p ∈ AutC(U1) and q ∈ AutC(U0) such that f1 = pg
′g =
g′gq. If g′g = 0, then f1 = 0 and the assertion holds. Thus we can assume g
′g 6= 0.
(i) First we will show that there exists u ∈ EndC(T ∗k ) such that g
′ug = f1.
Consider the following commutative diagram of triangles
U1
g′ //
pg′

T ∗k
e′ //
gq

Tk[1]
f2[1] // U1[1]
(pg′)[1]

T ∗k
g // U0
f0 // Tk
e // T ∗k [1]
We have a morphism h ∈ C(Tk[1], Tk) which keeps the above diagram commutative.
By Proposition 4.12, there exist s ∈ C(U1[1], Tk) and t ∈ C(Tk[1], U0) such that
h = f2[1]s + tf0. Since (gq − e′t)f0 = e′(h − tf0) = e′(f2[1])s = 0, there exists
u ∈ C(T ∗k , T
∗
k ) such that gq = e
′t+ ug.
U1
g′ //
pg′

T ∗k
e′ //
gq

u
~~ ~
~~
~~
~~
Tk[1]
f2[1] //
t
}}{{
{{
{{
{{
h

U1[1]
(pg′)[1]

s
{{xx
xx
xx
xx
x
T ∗k
g // U0
f0 // Tk
e // T ∗k [1]
In particular, we have f1 = g
′gq = g′ug.
(ii) Next we will show that u is an automorphism. Then we have the assertion
since we have exchange triangles
T ∗k
g
−→ U0
f0
−→ Tk
e
−→ T ∗k [1] and Tk
f2
−→ U1
g′u
−−→ T ∗k
u−1e′
−−−−→ Tk[1]
satisfying f1 = (g
′u)g.
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Assume u ∈ JC . Then there exists v ∈ JC(U1, U1) such that g′u = vg′. Since
pg′g = g′ug = vg′g, we have (p − v)g′g = 0. Since p − v is an automorphism
by p ∈ AutC(U1) and v ∈ JC(U1, U1), we have g′g = 0. This contradicts our
assumption. 
5. Mutation of quivers with potentials and cluster-tilting objects
5.1. Main results. In this section we use the results from section 4 to show that
there is a close connection between mutation of quivers with potentials on one hand
and mutation of cluster-tilting objects in 2-CY triangulated categories in section
1.3, or mutation of tilting modules over 3-CY algebras in section 1.5, on the other
hand. More specifically we will prove the following main results in this section.
The first main result is about mutation of tilting modules over 3-CY algebras.
Theorem 5.1. Let Λ be a 3-CY algebra with a basic tilting module T of projective
dimension at most one. If EndΛ(T ) ≃ P(Q,W ) for a QP (Q,W ) and no 2-cycles
start in the vertex k of Q, then EndΛ(µk(T )) ≃ P(µk(Q,W )).
The second and third main results are about mutation of cluster-tilting objects
in 2-CY triangulated categories.
Recall that a finite dimensional algebra Λ satisfies the vanishing condition at k
if HomΛ(Ext
1
Λ(DΛ, Sk), Sk) = 0 holds for the simple Λ-module Sk.
Theorem 5.2. Let C be a 2-CY triangulated category with a basic cluster-tilting
object T . If EndC(T ) ≃ P(Q,W ) for a QP (Q,W ), no 2-cycles start in the vertex
k of Q and the vanishing condition (or more generally, the glueing condition below)
is satisfied at k, then EndC(µk(T )) ≃ P(µk(Q,W )).
Here the glueing condition at k means that there exist exchange triangles for Tk
such that their glueing is isomorphic to the weak 2-almost split sequence
Φk
(Φb)b
−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=k
Φe(b)
(Φ∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=k
Φs(a)
(Φa)a
−−−−→ Φk
given in Theorem 4.5(b). By Theorem 4.9, we know that the vanishing condition
at k implies the glueing condition at k.
To state the last main result, we prepare some terminology.
Let C be a 2-CY triangulated category with a basic cluster-tilting object T . We
say that a homomorphism φ : P(Q,W ) → EndC(T ) of K-algebras is liftable if the
following conditions are satisfied.
• There exists a Frobenius category E satisfying (C1) and (C2) such that C
is triangle equivalent to the stable category of E .
• There exists QP (Q˜, W˜ , F ) with frozen vertices such that (Q,W ) is the QP
obtained from (Q˜, W˜ , F ) by removing all vertices in F .
• There exists a K-linear functor Φ : K̂Q˜→ E such that
⊕
i∈Q0
Φi is T in C,⊕
i∈F Φi is a progenerator of E and φ is induced from Φ.
• For any i ∈ Q0, we have the following weak 2-almost split sequence in
addT ⊂ E .
Φi
(Φb)b
−−−→
⊕
b∈Q˜1, s(b)=i
Φe(b)
(Φ∂(a,b)W˜ )b,a
−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q˜1, e(a)=i
Φs(a)
(Φa)a
−−−−→ Φi.
In this case, it is easily checked that φ : P(Q,W )→ EndC(T ) is an isomorphism.
Theorem 5.3. Let C be a 2-CY triangulated category with a basic cluster-tilting
object T . If we have a liftable isomorphism EndC(T ) ≃ P(Q,W ) for a QP (Q,W )
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and no 2-cycles start in the vertex k of Q, then we have a liftable isomorphism
EndC(µk(T )) ≃ P(µk(Q,W )).
Now we pose the following.
Conjecture Theorem 5.2 is true without assuming the vanishing condition.
We have the following direct consequences of Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.
Corollary 5.4. Let C be a K-linear category and T ∈ C be an object such that we
have an isomorphism φ : EndC(T ) ≃ P(Q,W ) of K-algebras for a QP (Q,W ). Let
k1, . . . , kℓ be a sequence of vertices in Q such that ki does not lie on a 2-cycle in
µki−1 ◦ · · · ◦ µk1(Q,W ) for each i = 1, . . . , ℓ. If one of the following conditions is
satisfied, then we have
EndC(µkℓ ◦ · · · ◦ µk1(T )) ≃ P(µkℓ ◦ · · · ◦ µk1(Q,W )).
(a) C = modΛ for a 3-CY algebra Λ and T is a basic tilting Λ-module of
projective dimension at most one.
(b) C is a 2-CY triangulated category, T is a basic cluster-tilting object and φ
is liftable.
(c) C is a 2-CY triangulated category, T is a basic cluster-tilting object and
EndC(µki−1 ◦ · · · ◦ µk1(T )) satisfies the vanishing condition at ki for each
i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
It is not known in general whether the algebra EndC(T
∗) can be defined directly
from the algebra EndC(T ) when T
∗ is a cluster-tilting object in the triangulated
2-CY category C obtained from the cluster tilting object T by mutation. When the
potential (Q′,W ′) is obtained by mutation from the potential (Q,W ), it is also not
known if the Jacobian algebra P(Q′,W ′) can be defined directly from the Jacobian
algebra P(Q,W ). However, we have the following.
Theorem 5.5. Let Λ be an algebra isomorphic to a Jacobian algebra P(Q,W )
for some QP (Q,W ) and to a 2-CY-tilted algebra EndC(T ) for some cluster-tilting
object T in a 2-CY category C. Assume k is a vertex in Q not lying on any 2-cycle.
Assume that the isomorphism P(Q,W ) → EndC(T ) is liftable, or Λ satisfies the
vanishing condition at k.
(a) The Jacobian algebra P(µk(Q,W )) is determined by the algebra Λ and does
not depend on the choice of a QP (Q,W ).
(b) The 2-CY-tilted algebra EndC(µk(T )) is determined by the algebra Λ and
does not depend on the choice of a 2-CY category C and a cluster-tilting
object T .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3. 
In section 6, we discuss an interesting class of triangulated 2-CY categories where
we have liftable isomorphisms for a large class of 2-CY-tilted algebras.
5.2. Proof of main results. To prove Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 at the same time,
we start with the following general setup:
Let C be aK-linear category satisfying (C1) and (C2) and (Q,W,F ) be a reduced
QP with frozen vertices. Assume that we have a K-linear functor Φ : K̂Q → C.
Let Ti = Φi and T =
⊕
i∈Q0
Ti, and we simply denote Φp by p for any morphism
p in K̂Q. We assume the following condition is satisfied.
(O) For any i ∈ Q0\F , we have a weak 2-almost split sequence
Ti
(b)b
−−→
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=i
Te(b)
(∂(a,b)W )b,a
−−−−−−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=i
Ts(a)
(a)a
−−−→ Ti
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in addT , which we simply denote by
Ti
fi2
−−→ Ui1
fi1
−−→ Ui0
fi0
−−→ Ti.
Moreover we fix k ∈ Q0\F and assume that there exists an indecomposable object
T ∗k ∈ C which does not belong to addT such that the following conditions are
satisfied, where we let µk(T ) = (T/Tk)⊕ T ∗k .
(I) There exist complexes
Tk
fk2−−→ Uk1
hk−→ T ∗k and T
∗
k
gk−→ Uk0
fk0−−→ Tk
in C such that fk1 = hkgk.
(II) We have the following weak 2-almost split sequence in addµk(T ).
T ∗k
gk−→ Uk0
fk0fk2−−−−→ Uk1
hk−→ T ∗k
(III) The following sequences are exact.
(T ∗k , T
∗
k )
gk−→ (T ∗k , Uk0)
fk0−−→ (T ∗k , Tk),
(T ∗k , T
∗
k )
hk−→ (Uk1, T ∗k )
fk2−−→ (Tk, T ∗k ).
(IV) For any i ∈ Q0\F with i 6= k, we have that Tk /∈ (addUi1) ∩ (addUi0) and
the following sequences are exact.
(T ∗k , Ui1)
fi1
−−→ (T ∗k , Ui0)
fi0
−−→ (T ∗k , Ti),
(Ui0, T
∗
k )
fi1
−−→ (Ui1, T
∗
k )
fi2
−−→ (Ti, T
∗
k ).
Now let (Q′,W ′) = µ˜k(Q,W ). By Lemma 3.5, we can define a K-linear functor
Φ′ : K̂Q′ → C in the following way.
(i) Φ′ coincides with Φ on Q ∩Q′.
(ii) Let Φ′[ab] = ΦaΦb for each pair of arrows a : i→ k and b : k → j in Q.
(iii) Let Φ′k∗ = T ∗k , and Φ
′a∗ (e(a) = k) and Φ′b∗ (s(b) = k) are defined by
Φ′((a∗)a∈Q1, e(a)=k) = gk ∈ C(T
∗
k ,
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=k
Ts(a)),
Φ′((b∗)b∈Q1, s(b)=k) = −hk ∈ C(
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=k
Te(b), T
∗
k )
which are given in (I).
As before we simply denote Φ′p by p for any morphism p in K̂Q′.
Our key result is the following:
Theorem 5.6. For any vertex i in Q′0\F , we have the following right 2-almost
split sequence in addµk(T ).
Ti
(d)d
−−→
⊕
d∈Q′1, s(d)=i
Te(d)
(∂(c,d)W
′)d,c
−−−−−−−−→
⊕
c∈Q′1, e(c)=i
Ts(c)
(c)c
−−→ Ti.
Before proving Theorem 5.6, we notice that our main Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3
follow immediately from Theorem 5.6. We need the following observation.
Lemma 5.7. Let C, T and (Q,W,F ) be those in Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, where
we change the notations as follows.
Theorem 5.1 Theorem 5.2 Theorem 5.3
C modΛ C E
(Q,W ) (Q,W ) (Q,W ) (Q˜, W˜ )
F ∅ ∅ F
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If (Q,W ) is reduced, then the above conditions (O)–(IV) are satisfied.
Proof. (O) For the case Theorems 5.2 and 5.1, this follows from Theorem 4.5. For
the case Theorem 5.3, this is a part of the assumption.
(I) Since (Q,W ) is reduced, fi1 ∈ JC holds. Since Q has no loops, there exist
exchange triangles/sequences
Ti
fi2
−−→ Ui1
hi−→ T ∗i and T
∗
i
gi
−→ Ui0
fi0
−−→ Ti
such that higi = fi1 by Theorem 4.9. In particular, we have (I).
(II) This follows from Proposition 4.8.
(III) This is clear from a property of triangles and exact sequences.
(IV) Since no 2-cycle starts at the vertex k, we have Tk /∈ (addUi1) ∩ (addUi0).
Since (T ∗k , T
∗
i )
gi
−→ (T ∗k , Ui0)
fi0
−−→ (T ∗k , Ti) is exact, we only have to show that
(T ∗k , Ui1)
hi−→ (T ∗k , T
∗
i ) is surjective. This is clear for the case Theorems 5.2 and
5.3 since we have Ext1C(T
∗
k , Ti) = 0.
We consider the case Theorem 5.1. Fix any p ∈ HomΛ(T ∗k , T
∗
i ). Since 0 →
(T, Ti)
fi2
−−→ (T, Ui1)
hi−→ (T, T ∗i ) → 0 is exact by Proposition 1.4(c), there exist
q ∈ HomΛ(Uk1, Ui1) and r ∈ HomΛ(Tk, Ti) which make the diagram
0 // Tk
fk2 //
r

Uk1
hk //
q

T ∗k
p

0 // Ti
fi2 // Ui1
hi // T ∗i
commutative. Since 0 → (T ∗k , T )
hk−→ (Uk1, T )
fk2−−→ JmodΛ(Tk, T ) → 0 is exact
by Proposition 1.4(c), there exist s ∈ HomΛ(Uk1, Ti) such that r = fk2s and t ∈
HomΛ(T
∗
k , Ui1) such that q = sfi2 + hkt. Then we have hk(p − thi) = 0. By
Proposition 1.4(b), we have p = thi. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Without loss of gener-
ality, we can assume that (Q,W ) is reduced since µk(Q,W ) is right equivalent to
µk(Qred,Wred). Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 follow from Theorems 5.6 and 4.5. Theorem
5.3 follows immediately from Theorem 5.6. 
In the rest of this section, we prove Theorem 5.6. We divide our proof of Theorem
5.6 into Lemmas 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. We need the following information about
mutation of QP’s.
Lemma 5.8. Let (Q,W ) be a QP and (Q′,W ′) = µ˜k(Q,W ). Let a and b be arrows
in Q with e(a) = k = s(b), and let c and c′ be arrows in Q∩Q′. Then we have the
following equalities.
(a) ∂(c,c′)W
′ = ∂(c,c′)[W ].
(b) ∂(c,[ab])W
′ = ∂(c,[ab])[W ] and ∂([ab],c)W
′ = ∂([ab],c)[W ].
(c) ∂(a∗,[ab])W
′ = b∗.
(d) ∂([ab],b∗)W
′ = a∗.
(e) ∂(b∗,a∗)W
′ = [ab].
(f) For other pairs d, d′ ∈ Q′1, we have ∂(d,d′)W
′ = 0.
Proof. Immediate from the definition W ′ = [W ] + ∆. 
Lemma 5.9. We have the following weak 2-almost split sequence in addµk(T ).
T ∗k
(a∗)a
−−−→
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=k
Ts(a)
([ab])a,b
−−−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=k
Te(b)
(b∗)b
−−−→ T ∗k .
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Proof. By our definition of Φ′, we can write the above sequence as
T ∗k
gk−→ Uk0
fk0fk2−−−−→ Uk1
−hk−−−→ T ∗k .
This is a weak 2-almost split sequence by (II). 
Lemma 5.10. For a vertex i in Q′0\F with i 6= k
∗, assume that there is no arrow
i→ k in Q. Then we have a weak 2-almost split sequence
Ti
((b∗)b (d)d)
−−−−−−−→
(
⊕
b∈Q1
b : k→i
T ∗k )
⊕(
⊕
d∈Q1
s(d)=i
Te(d))
e
−→
(
⊕
a,b∈Q1
e(a)=k
b : k→i
Ts(a))
⊕(
⊕
c∈Q1
s(c) 6=k
e(c)=i
Ts(c))
(
([ab])(a,b)
(c)c
)
−−−−−−−→ Ti (10)
in addµk(T ), where
e =
(
(a∗)a 0
(∂([ab],d)[W ])d,(a,b) (∂(c,d)[W ])d,c
)
.
Proof. This is a complex since we have∑
a∈Q1
e(a)=k
a∗[ab] =
∑
a∈Q1
e(a)=k
(a∗a)b = gkfk0b = 0∑
a,b∈Q1
e(a)=k
b : k→i
(∂([ab],d)[W ])[ab] +
∑
c∈Q1
s(c) 6=k
e(c)=i
(∂(c,d)[W ])c = ∂dW = 0,
(b∗a∗ +
∑
d∈Q1
s(d)=i
d(∂([ab],d)[W ]))(a,b) = −hkgk + (∂(a,b)W )(a,b) = −fk1 + fk1 = 0,∑
d∈Q1
e(d)=i
d(∂(c,d)[W ]) = ∂cW = 0.
To simplify notations, we decompose Ui0 = T
ℓ
k ⊕ U
′′
i0 with Tk /∈ addU
′′
i0 and write
fi1 = (f
′
i1 f
′′
i1) : Ui1 → Ui0 = T
ℓ
k ⊕ U
′′
i0,
fi0 =
(
f ′i0
f ′′i0
)
: Ui0 = T
ℓ
k ⊕ U
′′
i0 → Ti.
Then we have the following exact sequences by (III) and (IV).
(µk(T ), T
∗
k )
gk−→ (µk(T ), Uk0)
fk0−−→ (µk(T ), Tk), (11)
(µk(T ), Ui1)
(f ′i1 f
′′
i1)−−−−−→ (µk(T ), T
ℓ
k ⊕ U
′′
i0)
(
f′i0
f′′
i0
)
−−−→ (µk(T ), Ti), (12)
We have the following exact sequence by (IV).
(T ℓk ⊕ U
′′
i0, µk(T ))
(f ′i1 f
′′
i1)−−−−−→ (Ui1, µk(T ))
fi2
−−→ (Ti, µk(T )). (13)
We can write the sequence (10) as
Ti
(s fi2)
−−−−→ T ∗ℓk ⊕ Ui1
(
gℓk 0
t f′′
i1
)
−−−−→ U ℓk0 ⊕ U
′′
i0
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f′′
i0
)
−−−−−→ Ti
where tf ℓk0 = f
′
i1 holds.
(i) We will show that
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f ′′i0
)
is right almost split in addµk(T ).
First we will show that any morphism p ∈ JC(T/Tk, Ti) factors through
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f ′′i0
)
.
Since fi0 =
(
f ′i0
f ′′i0
)
is right almost split in addT , there exists (p1 p2) ∈ C(T/Tk, T ℓk ⊕
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U ′′i0) such that p = p1f
′
i0 + p2f
′′
i0. Since fk0 is right almost split in addT , there
exists q ∈ C(T/Tk, U ℓk0) such that p1 = qf
ℓ
k0. Then we have p = (q p2)
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f ′′i0
)
.
T/Tk
p

p2
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
p1
 









q

U ′′i0
f ′′i0
''OO
OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO
O
U ℓk0
fℓk0
// T ℓk f ′i0
// Ti
Next we take any p ∈ JC(T ∗k , Ti). Since gk is left almost split in addµk(T ), there
exists q ∈ C(Uk0, Ti) such that p = gkq. Since Tk /∈ addUi1, we have Ti /∈ addUk0.
Thus q ∈ JC(Uk0, Ti) holds, and the first case implies that q factors through
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f ′′i0
)
.
Hence p factors through
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f ′′i0
)
.
T ∗k
p

gk // Uk0
q
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
oo
Ti
(ii) We will show that
(
gℓk 0
t f ′′i1
)
is a pseudo-kernel of
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f ′′i0
)
in addµk(T ).
Assume (p1 p2) ∈ C(µk(T ), U ℓk0 ⊕ U
′′
i0) satisfies (p1 p2)
(
fℓk0f
′
i0
f ′′i0
)
= 0. Since
(p1 p2)
(
fℓk0 0
0 1
)(
f ′i0
f ′′i0
)
= 0 holds and (12) is exact, there exists q ∈ C(µk(T ), Ui1) such
that q(f ′i1 f
′′
i1) = (p1 p2)
(
fℓk0 0
0 1
)
. Hence we have qf ′i1 = p1f
ℓ
k0 and qf
′′
i1 = p2. Since
(p1− qt)f ℓk0 = qf
′
i1− qf
′
i1 = 0 and (11) is exact, there exists r ∈ C(µk(T ), T
∗ℓ
k ) such
that p1 − qt = rgℓk. Then we have (p1 p2) = (r q)
(
gℓk 0
t f ′′i1
)
.
µk(T )
0



p1

p2
  
q

r
wwooo
ooo
ooo
ooo
o
T ∗ℓk
gℓk // U ℓk0
fℓk0 // T ℓk
f ′i0

Ui1
f ′′i1
//
f ′i1
33ggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
t
77oooooooooooooo
U ′′i0
f ′′i0
// Ti
(iii) We will show that the map
s = (b∗)b : (C /JC)(T
∗ℓ
k , T
∗
k )→ (JC/J
2
addµk(T )
)(Ti, T
∗
k )
is bijective. By the assumption (C2), we have K = (C /JC)(T ∗k , T
∗
k ). By (II),
we have that hk = (b
∗)b :
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=k
Te(b) → T
∗
k is minimal right almost split
in addµk(T ) since the middle morphism fk0fk2 in the sequence in (II) belongs
to JC . Thus we have that (JC/J
2
addµk(T )
)(Ti, T
∗
k ) is a K-vector space with basis
{b∗ | b : k → i}. Thus the above map is bijective.
(iv) We will show that (s fi2) is left almost split in addµk(T ).
Since fi2 is left almost split in addT , any morphism in JC(Ti, T/Tk) factors
through (s fi2). Then take any p ∈ JC(Ti, T ∗k ). By (iii), there exists p1 ∈ C(T
∗ℓ
k , T
∗
k )
such that p − sp1 ∈ J2addµk(T )(Ti, T
∗
k ). Since hk is right almost split in addµk(T )
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by (II), there exists q ∈ JC(Uk0, Ti) such that p − sp1 = qhk. Since fi2 is left
almost split in addT , there exists r ∈ C(Ui2, Uk2) such that q = fi2r. Then we have
p = sp1 + fi2rhk = (s fi2)
(
p1
rhk
)
.
Uk1
hk // T ∗k T
∗ℓ
k
p1oo
Ti
q
ggNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
p
OO
s
77pppppppppppppp fi2 // Ui2
r
[[
(v) We will show that
(
gℓk 0
t f ′′i1
)
is a pseudo-cokernel of (s fi2) in addµk(T ).
Assume
(
p1
p2
)
∈ C(T ∗ℓk ⊕ Ui1, T
′) with T ′ ∈ addµk(T ) satisfies (s fi2)
(
p1
p2
)
= 0.
We first show that there exists q ∈ C(U ℓk0, T
′) such that p1 = g
ℓ
kq. Since gk is left
almost split in addµk(T ) by (II)
op, we only have to show p1 ∈ JC . We have to
consider the case T ′ = T ∗k . Since sp1 = −fi2p2 ∈ J
2
addµk(T )
, we have p1 ∈ JC by (i).
Since fi2(p2− tq) = fi2p2+ sgℓkq = fi2p2+ sp1 = 0 and (13) is exact, there exists(
q1
q2
)
∈ C(T ℓk⊕U
′′
i0, T
′) such that p2−tq = (f ′i1 f
′′
i1)
(
q1
q2
)
. Then p2 = tq+f
′
i1q1+f
′′
i1q2 =
t(q + f ℓk0q1) + f
′′
i1q2 holds. Thus we have
(
p1
p2
)
=
(
gℓk 0
t f ′′i1
)(
q+fℓk0q1
q2
)
.
T ′
T ∗ℓk
gℓk //
p1
77oooooooooooooo
U ℓk0
fℓk0 //
q
OO
T ℓk
q1
ggOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Ti
fi2
//
s
OO
0 **
Ui1
f ′′i1
//
t
OO
f ′i1
77pppppppppppppp
p2
??
U ′′i0
q2tt

Lemma 5.11. For a vertex i in Q′0\F with i 6= k
∗, assume that there is no arrow
k → i in Q. Then we have a weak 2-almost split sequence
Ti
(([ab])a,b (d)d)
−−−−−−−−−→
(
⊕
a,b∈Q1
s(b)=k
a : i→k
Te(b))
⊕(
⊕
d∈Q1
s(d)=i
e(d) 6=k
Te(d))
e
−→
(
⊕
a∈Q1
a : i→k
T ∗k )
⊕(
⊕
c∈Q1
e(c)=i
Ts(c))
((a
∗)a
(c)c
)
−−−−→ Ti
in addµk(T ), where
e =
(
(b∗)b (∂(c,[ab])[W ])(a,b),c
0 (∂(c,d)[W ])d,c
)
Proof. This is a dual of Lemma 5.10. 
6. 2-CY-tilted algebras associated with elements in Coxeter groups
In this section we show that a large class of 2-CY-tilted algebras, including
the cluster-tilted algebras and a class of 2-CY-tilted algebras coming from stable
categories of preprojective algebras of Dynkin type, are given by QP’s, by finding
an explicit description of the potentials for some of the 2-CY tilted algebras. We
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can then use Theorem 5.3 to get that all 2-CY-tilted algebras in the same mutation
class are given by QP’s. We prove that these QP’s are rigid in the sense of [DWZ1].
These 2-CY-tilted algebras come from 2-CY triangulated categories constructed
from elements in the Coxeter groups associated with connected quivers with no
loops, as investigated in [IR, BIRS]. (See [GLS2] for an alternative approach to the
construction of a subclass of these 2-CY categories). We start with recalling the
relevant results from [BIRS], including a description of the quivers of some special
2-CY-tilted algebras.
Let Q be a finite connected quiver with no loops, with vertices 1, . . . , n and set of
arrows Q1. The associated preprojective algebra over the algebraically closed field
K is defined as follows. For each arrow a ∈ Q1 from i to j, we add a corresponding
arrow a∗ from j to i to get a new quiver Q. Then the preprojective algebra is defined
by
Λ = KQ/〈
∑
a∈Q1
(aa∗ − a∗a)〉.
We shall write (a∗)∗ = a, and ǫ(a) = 1, ǫ(a∗) = −1.
The Coxeter group WQ is presented by generators s1, . . . , sn with relations sisj =
sjsi if there is no arrow in Q between i and j and sisjsi = sjsisj if there is precisely
one arrow inQ between i and j. Letw be an element in the associated Coxeter group
WQ, and w = su1 · · · sum a reduced expression, where the u1, . . . , um are integers in
{1, . . . , n}. For each integer i in {1, . . . , n}, consider the ideal Ii = Λ(1− ei)Λ in Λ,
where ei denotes the trivial path at the vertex i. Let Iw = Iu1 · · · Ium , and let Λw =
Λ/Iw. Then Iw and Λw are independent of the choice of reduced expression for w,
and Λw is a finite dimensional K-algebra. Denote by SubΛw the full subcategory
of modΛw whose objects are the submodules of finitely generated projective Λw-
modules. We have that the injective dimensions idΛwΛw and idΛwΛw are at most
one, and hence the stable category C = SubΛw is a Hom-finite triangulated 2-
CY category [H]. Associated with each reduced expression su1 · · · sum of w is the
object T = Λ/Iu1 ⊕Λ/Iu1Iu2 ⊕ · · ·⊕Λ/Iu1 · · · Ium in SubΛw. Consider the algebra
EndΛw(T ) and the associated 2-CY-tilted algebra EndC(T ). Alternatively we can
write the basic part of T as a sum of indecomposable objects
T = T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ · · ·⊕ Tm
=
Pu1
Iu1Pu1
⊕
Pu2
(Iu1Iu2 )Pu2
⊕ · · ·⊕
Pum
(Iu1Iu2 ...Ium )Pum
,
where Pi is the indecomposable projective Λ-module associated with the vertex i.
The structure of Tv is determined by the sequence of integers u1, . . . , uv. Let Kv,1
be the smallest submodule of Puv such that Puv/Kv,1 is a sum of copies of Suv (in
this case only Suv ). Then let Kv,2 be the smallest submodule of Kv,1 such that
Kv,1/Kv,2 is a sum of copies of Suv−1 etc. Then Tv = Puv/Kv,v.
We also recall [BIRS] the following description of the quiver Q′ = Q(u1, . . . , um)
of EndΛ(T ). The vertices are 1, 2, · · · ,m ordered from left to right. We often denote
the vertex v by ir if it is the r-th vertex of type i. In this case we write |ir| = v.
There are two kinds of arrows in Q′.
(i) Arrows going to the left: For two consecutive vertices of type i, for 1 ≤ i ≤
n, draw an arrow from the right one to the left one.
(ii) Arrows going to the right: For each arrow i
a
−→ j in Q, draw an arrow u
a
−→ v
whenever the following are satisfied.
- u is of type i and v is of type j
- there is no vertex of type i between u and v
- if there is a vertex v′ of type j after v, then there is a vertex of type i
between v and v′
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The following picture gives an illustration.
i1 i2oo i3oo
a
**TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
T i4oo i5oo
a
?
??
??
j1
a∗
44jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj j2oo j3oo j4oo
a∗
77oooooooooo
j5oo
Example We give a concrete example. Let Q be the quiver 1
a // 2
b // 3
c
}}
, and let
w = s1s2s1s3s1s2s3s1s2s3s2 be a reduced expression. The associated object T in
SubΛw is the following.
1 ⊕ 2 1 ⊕
1
2 ⊕
3
1 2
2 1
⊕
1
2 3
1 2
1
⊕
2
3 1
1 2 3
2 1 2
1
⊕
3
1 2
2 3 1
1 2 3
1 2
1
⊕
1
2 3
3 1 2
1 2 3 1
2 1 2 3
1 2
1
⊕
2
3 1
1 2 3
2 3 1 2
1 2 3 1
1 2 3
1 2
1
⊕
3
1 2
2 3 1
3 1 2 3
1 2 3 1 2
2 1 2 3 1
1 2 3
1 2
1
⊕
2
3 1
1 2 3
2 3 1 2
3 1 2 3 1
1 2 1 2 3
2 1 2
1
The quiver Q(1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 2) is the following.
11
a1   A
AA
AA
12
p2oo
c∗2
0
00
00
00
00
0 13
p3oo
a3
  A
AA
AA
c∗3
--
14
p4oo
a4
**UUU
UUUU
UUUU
UUUU
U
c∗4
--
21
a∗1
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
b1 ''PP
PPP
PPP
PP 22q2
oo
a∗2
77nnnnnnnnnn
b2
  A
AA
AA
23q3
oo
b3
  A
AA
AA
24q4
oo
31
b∗1
77nnnnnnnnnn
c1
GG
32r2
oo
b∗2
77nnnnnnnnnn
c2
GG
33r3
oo
b∗3
>>}}}}}
Recall that the corresponding maps are given as follows.
Lemma 6.1. (a) Let ir
a
→ ir−1 be an arrow in Q
′ going to the left. Then the
map Tir
a
→ Tir−1 is given by the natural surjection.
(b) Let ir
b
→ js be an arrow in Q′ corresponding to an arrow i
b
→ j in Q. Then
the map Tir
b
→ Tjs is given by multiplication with b.
For each i, the last (i.e., rightmost) vertex of type i corresponds to the indecom-
posable projective Λw-module
Pi
IwPi
. By dropping the last vertex of type i for each
i = 1, . . . , n, where possible, we obtain the quiver Q′ = Q(u1, . . . , um) of EndC(T )
from the quiver Q′ of EndΛ(T ), and T is a cluster-tilting object in SubΛw.
Our aim is to show that the 2-CY-tilted algebra EndC(T ) is a Jacobian algebra
P(Q′,W ), by giving an explicit description of the potential W . For each arrow
ir
b
→ js in Q
′, we let Wb = ǫ(b)bb
∗p if there is a (unique) arrow js
b∗
→ it in Q
′, where
p denotes the path it → it−1 → · · · → ir. Otherwise we let Wb = 0. Then let
W =
∑
b∈Q′
1
Wb.
Our strategy is to show that all the relations ∂aW are satisfied for EndC(T ), and
then apply Proposition 4.7 to show EndC(T ) ≃ P(Q
′,W ).
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Example Again we consider the above example. Deleting vertices 14, 33 and 24,
we have the quiver Q(1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 2) as follows.
11
a1   A
AA
AA
12
p2oo
c∗2
0
00
00
00
00
0 13
p3oo
a3
  A
AA
AA
c∗3
--
21
a∗1
44iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
b1 ''PP
PPP
PPP
PP 22q2
oo
b2
  A
AA
AA
23q3
oo
31
b∗1
77nnnnnnnnnn
c1
GG
32r2
oo
b∗2
77nnnnnnnnnn
The associated potential is given by
W = a1a
∗
1p3p2 − a
∗
1a3q2 + b1b
∗
1q2 − b
∗
1b2r2 + b2b
∗
2q3 − c
∗
2c1p3 + c1c
∗
3r2.
Let us start with the following information.
Lemma 6.2. Let ir → ir−1 be an arrow in Q′ going to the left. For any arrow
i
b
→ j in Q, there exists a map Tir−1
bb∗
→ Tir of Λ-modules given by multiplication
with bb∗. Moreover precisely one of the following holds.
(a) There do not exist vertices iu and jt in Q
′ satisfying |iu| < |jt| < |ir|. In
this case the map Tir−1
bb∗
→ Tir is zero.
(b) There exists a path iu
b
→ jt
b∗
→ iv in Q′ with u ≤ r − 1 < r ≤ v. In
this case such a path is unique, and the map Tir−1
bb∗
→ Tir is equal to the
composition Tir−1
p
→ Tiu
b
→ Tjt
b∗
→ Tiv
q
→ Tir where p denotes a path
ir−1 → ir−2 → · · · → iu and q denotes a path iv → iv−1 → · · · → ir.
Proof. We can write Tir−1 = Pi/IPi and Tir = Pi/(II
′Ii)Pi, where I
′ is a product
of ideals I1, . . . , In except Ii. Then we have bb
∗ ∈ I ′Ii. Thus we have Ibb∗ ⊂ II ′Ii,
and the map Tir−1
bb∗
→ Tir is well-defined.
(a) Since bb∗ is zero in Tir , we have the assertion.
(b) The uniqueness of the path is clear from the definition of Q′. The latter
assertion is clear from Lemma 6.1. 
We now show that the 2-CY-tilted algebra EndC(T ) satisfies the relations for the
Jacobian algebra P(Q′,W ).
Proposition 6.3. ∂aW belongs to the kernel of the surjection K̂Q
′ → EndC(T )
for any arrow a in Q′.
Proof. There are two cases to consider.
(1) Consider an arrow ir
b
→ js going to the right in Q
′. If there is an arrow
js
b∗
→ it in Q
′, we have the cycle ǫ(b)bb∗p as part of the potential W , where p is
the path it → it−1 → · · · → ir. And if there is an arrow ju
b∗
→ ir in Q
′, we have
the cycle ǫ(b∗)b∗bq, where q is the path js → js−1 → · · · → ju. The relation ∂bW
corresponding to the arrow ir
b
→ js is one of the following four possibilities up to
sign.
(i) b∗p− qb∗, if both js
b∗
→ it and ju
b∗
→ ir exist,
(ii) b∗p, if js
b∗
→ it exists, but not ju
b∗
→ ir,
(iii) qb∗, if ju
b∗
→ ir exists, but not js
b∗
→ it,
(iv) 0, if neither js
b∗
→ it nor ju
b∗
→ ir exist.
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In each case, both Tjs
b∗p
−→ Tir and Tjs
qb∗
→ Tir are given by multiplication with b
∗
by Lemma 6.1. Thus the cases (i) and (iv) are clear. For the case (ii), there is
no vertex ju of type j satisfying |ju| < |ir|. Since then Tir has no composition
factor Sj , we have that Tjs
b∗p
→ Tir is zero. For the case (iii), there exists an arrow
js
b∗
→ it in Q′ such that Tit is a projective Λw-module. Thus Tjs
qb∗
→ Tir is equal to
Tjs
b∗p
→ Tir which is zero in C.
(2) Consider an arrow ir
a
→ ir−1 going to the left in Q
′.
By definition of W we have
∂aW =
∑
b
ǫ(b)pbb∗q,
where b is an arrow in Q satisfying the condition in Lemma 6.2(b) and the additional
condition that the path pbb∗q is in Q′. In this case the map Tir−1
ǫ(b)pbb∗q
−→ Tir is
given by multiplication with ǫ(b)bb∗ by Lemma 6.2(b).
If b is an arrow in Q satisfying the condition in Lemma 6.2(b) and the path pbb∗q
is not in Q′, then the map Tir−1
ǫ(b)pbb∗q
−→ Tir is zero in C and equal to the map which
is multiplication with ǫ(b)bb∗.
If b is an arrow in Q which does not satisfy the condition in Lemma 6.2(b), then
the multiplication map Tir−1
bb∗
→ Tir is zero by Lemma 6.2(a).
Consequently the map Tir−1
∂aW→ Tir is equal to multiplication with
∑
b∈Q1
ǫ(b)bb∗,
which is zero by the definition of the preprojective algebra. 
Now we are ready to prove one of the main results in this section.
Theorem 6.4. Let Q be a finite quiver without loops and WQ the Coxeter group
associated with Q. Let Λ be the preprojective algebra over the algebraically closed
field K and w ∈ WQ. Let T be a cluster-tilting object associated with a reduced
expression of w in the 2-CY triangulated category C = SubΛw. Then the 2-CY-
tilted algebra EndC(T ) is given by the QP (Q
′,W ) above.
Proof. By Proposition 6.3 we have that EndC(T ) is a factor algebra of the Jacobian
algebra P(Q′,W ). We want to apply Proposition 4.7.
We first claim that each cycle C in W is full. Recall that C is of the form
iu
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P . . .oo . . . ir−1oo iroo
js
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
There are no more arrows between the vertices of type i in C. Further ir is the
unique vertex of type i where there is an arrow from js, and iu is the unique vertex
of type i with an arrow to js. This shows that C is full.
For any cycle C of W and any arrow a in C, it is clear from the definition of W
that the path ∂aC determines a. Hence for any distinct arrows a and b contained in
cycles ofW , we have that ∂aW and ∂bW do not have common paths. Consequently
the ∂aW for all arrows a contained in cycles of W are linearly independent over K.
Since Γ = EndC(T ) is 2-CY-tilted, it follows from [KR1] that dimK Ext
2
Γ(S, S
′) ≤
dimK Ext
1
Γ(S
′, S) for simple EndC(T )-modules S and S
′. It now follows from Propo-
sition 4.7 that EndC(T ) is isomorphic to the Jacobian algebra P(Q
′,W ). 
We now show that the potential W is rigid.
Theorem 6.5. With the previous notation, the potential W on Q′ is rigid.
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Proof. Let C be any cycle in the quiver Q′. We want to show that C belongs to
J (W ) up to cyclic equivalences.
We say that a vertex v in C is a right turning point if an arrow in C going
from left to right ends at v, and an arrow in C going from right to left starts at
v. Then define r(C) =
∑
v 3
|v|, where we sum over all right turning points v of C.
Consider a vertex iu on C, with |iu| minimal. Consider the last right turning point
iv preceding iu, and let js → iv be the preceding arrow in C. Since |iu| < |js| < |iv|,
we can choose ir with |ir| < |js| < |ir+1|.
Assume first that there is some jt with |jt| < |ir|. Then there is an arrow jt
b
→ ir
if jt is chosen with |jt| largest possible. We have the following subquiver of Q
′:
iu ·oo · · · ir ir+1
ss · · · · iv
ww
jt
b
77nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
· · ·
uu
· · · js
b
33gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggtt
The composition js
b
→ iv → iv−1 → · · · → ir coincides with the composition
js → js−1 → · · · → jt
b
→ ir by Lemma 6.1. So we replace the first path by the
second one to get a new cycle C′ satisfying C − C′ ∈ J (W ). The right turning
point iv in C is replaced by at most two right turning points ir and js in C
′,
where |ir| < |iv| and |js| < |iv|, and hence 3|ir| + 3|js| < 3|iv|. This shows that
r(C′) < r(C), and we are done by induction.
Assume now that there is no jt with |jt| < |ir|. Then Tir has no composition
factor Sj , so the composition Tjs → · · · → Tir must be 0. Hence C ∈ J (W ) in this
case. 
Note that it follows from [DWZ1] that all the potentials in the mutation class of
(Q′,W ) are rigid, and hence we obtain a large class of rigid QP’s. Some examples
of rigid QP’s where the quiver Q is not mutation equivalent to an acyclic quiver
were given in [DWZ1].
There is a similar description of the (non-stable) endomorphism algebra EndΛ(T )
for a cluster-tilting object T in the 2-CY Frobenius category SubΛw associated with
a reduced expression of w, using QP’s with frozen vertices as discussed in section
1.
Let w = su1 · · · sum be a reduced expression. Let T be the associated cluster-
tilting object in SubΛw and Q
′ = Q(u1, . . . , um) the associated quiver. We define
a potential W ′ of Q′ as follows. For each arrow ir
b
→ js in Q′, we let W ′b = ǫ(b)bb
∗p
if there is a (unique) arrow js
b∗
→ it in Q′, where p denotes the path it → it−1 →
· · · → ir. Otherwise we let W
′
b = 0. Then let
W ′ =
∑
b∈Q′1
W ′b.
Let F be the set of vertices in Q′ which are not contained in Q′. Then we have a
QP (Q′,W ′, F ) with frozen vertices.
We have the following analogue of Theorem 6.4.
Theorem 6.6. EndΛ(T ) is isomorphic to P(Q′,W ′, F ), and hence EndSubΛw (T )
is isomorphic to P(Q′,W ).
We omit the proof since it is quite similar to that of Theorem 6.4.
Since the 2-CY categories SubΛw with the cluster-tilting objects determine a
cluster structure [BIRS], we have the following result.
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Corollary 6.7. With the previous notation, all the 2-CY-tilted algebras belonging
to the mutation class of cluster-tilting objects associated with reduced expressions
are given by rigid QP’s.
Proof. The isomorphism P(Q,W )→ EndΛ(T ) is liftable by Theorems 6.6 and 4.6.
Thus the assertion follows from Corollary 5.4. 
Note that we also get a large class of liftable isomorphisms, which is useful for
applying Corollary 5.4.
Since the cluster categories of connected quivers are equivalent to SubΛc2 for
a Coxeter element c of Q (see [BIRS, GLS2]), and have connected cluster-tilting
graph, we get the following from Corollary 6.7.
Corollary 6.8. Any cluster-tilted algebra is isomorphic to a Jacobian algebra of a
rigid QP.
This result can be used to give an alternative proof of the following.
Corollary 6.9. Cluster-tilted algebras are determined by their quiver.
Proof. If a cluster-tilted algebra Λ has an acyclic quiver Q, then Λ is isomorphic to
the path algebra KQ by [ABS, KR1], in particular it is determined by its quiver.
Assume that T1 and T2 are cluster-tilting objects in the cluster categories CQ1
and CQ2 respectively, such that the associated quivers are isomorphic. Let µ =
µkℓ ◦ · · · ◦µk1 be a sequence of mutations such that for the projective KQ1-module
KQ1 we have µ(KQ1) ≃ T1, and hence µ(Q1) ≃ QT1 . Then let T be the cluster-
tilting object in CQ2 such that µ(T ) ≃ T2 and hence µ(QT ) ≃ QT2 . Then Q1 ≃ QT ,
and hence KQ1 ≃ EndCQ2 (T ). Since cluster-tilted algebras are QP’s by Corollary
6.8, it follows from Theorem 5.5(b) that EndC1(T1) ≃ EndC2(T2). 
Remark It follows from the work in [DWZ1] that if Λ = P(Q,W ) is a Jacobian
algebra given by a rigid potential (Q,W ) where Q belongs to the mutation class of
an acyclic quiver, then Λ is determined by its quiver. Since by Corollary 6.8 any
cluster-tilted algebra has this property, this gives yet another way of seeing that
cluster-tilted algebras are determined by their quiver.
7. Nearly Morita equivalence for neighboring Jacobian algebras
Let T be a cluster-tilting object in a triangulated 2-CY category C, and T ∗ =
µk(T ) another cluster-tilting object obtained by mutation. Then we have a nearly
Morita equivalence between Λ = EndC(T ) and Λ
′ = EndC(T
∗), that is an equiva-
lence modΛ[addSk] →
modΛ′
[addS′
k
] , where Sk and S
′
k denote the simple modules at the vertex
k [BMR1, KR1]. This generalizes the equivalence of [BGP] using reflection functors
at sinks or sources. Since there are Jacobian algebras which are not 2-CY-tilted, it
is natural to ask if we have a nearly Morita equivalence in general when performing
mutations of quivers with potentials. It is the aim of this section to show that this
is the case, when working with finite length modules.
Let (Q,W ) be a quiver with potential and Λ = P(Q,W ) the associated Jacobian
algebra. Denote by µ˜k(Q,W ) the quiver with potential and Λ
′ = P(µ˜k(Q,W )) the
Jacobian algebra obtained by mutation at the vertex k. We show that there is an
equivalence of categories f.l.Λ[addSk] →
f.l.Λ′
[addS′k]
, where Sk and S
′
k denote the simple
modules at the vertex k.
Our starting point is the map G from objects in f. l.Λ to objects in f. l.Λ′ used
in [DWZ1], which we now recall.
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Given a Λ-module M and a vertex k, we let a1, ..., as be all arrows in Q with
e(ap) = k and b1, ..., bt be all arrows with s(bq) = k. We write
Min =
s⊕
p=1
Me(ap), Mout =
t⊕
q=1
Ms(bq).
Let α : Min →Mk and β : Mk →Mout be the maps given in matrix form by
α = (a1, ..., as), β =
 b1...
bt
 .
Also, using the potential W , we define a map γ : Mout →Min
γ =
 γ1,1 · · · γ1,t... . . . ...
γs,1 · · · γs,t

where γp,q = ∂(ap,bq)W in the notation of section 4. Thus, locally, we get a triangle
Mk
β
##F
FF
FF
FF
F
Min
α
<<zzzzzzzz
Mout.γ
oo
Note that γp,q is a linear combination of paths in Q from e(bq) to s(ap), and that
there may be other paths from Mout to Min.
Now, starting with M , we define a representation M˜ of Λ′ = P(µ˜k(Q,W )) as
follows: first, we let i : Ker γ → Mout be the inclusion and ϕ : Kerα →
Kerα
Im γ the
natural surjection, and choose two K-linear splittings,
ρ : Mout → Ker γ such that iρ = idKerγ , and
σ : KerαIm γ → Kerα such that σϕ = idKer αIm γ .
Then, locally, the representation M˜ is given by:
M˜k
β˜
}}{{
{{
{{
{{
Min
αβ // Mout
γ
oo
α˜
bbDDDDDDDD
where
M˜k =
Ker γ
Imβ
⊕ Im γ ⊕
Kerα
Im γ
, α˜ = (−ρπ,−γ, 0) and β˜ =
 0ι
σ
 ,
where ι : Im γ → Kerα is the natural injection and π : Ker γ → Ker γIm β is the natural
projection.
By [DWZ1, Proposition 10.7], this makes M˜ a representation of Λ′. Moreover,
by [DWZ1, Proposition 10.9], the isomorphism class of M˜ does not depend on the
choice of the splittings ρ and σ.
We next want to define an associated map on morphisms. Assume that we have
two representations M and M ′ of Λ, and a map f : M → M ′, that is locally a
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commutative diagram
Mk
β
##F
FF
FF
FF
F
fk

M
f

Min
α
<<zzzzzzzz
fin

Moutγ
oo
fout

M ′k
β′
""E
EE
EE
EE
E
M ′ M
′
in
α′
=={{{{{{{{
M ′out.
γ′
oo
(14)
We want to define a map M˜ → M˜ ′. To do so, we need to define a map f˜k : M˜k → M˜ ′k
such that the squares of the following diagram commute:
M˜k
β˜
}}||
||
||
||
f˜k

M˜
f˜

Min
αβ //
fin

Mout
γ
oo
fout

α˜
aaDDDDDDDD
M˜ ′k
β˜′
~~||
||
||
||
M˜ ′ M
′
in
α′β′ //M ′out
γ′
oo
α˜′
aaCCCCCCCC
Remark ¿From the first diagram we have induced maps Ker γ → Ker γ′, Kerα→
Kerα′, Im γ → Im γ′, Imβ → Imβ′, Ker γIm β →
Kerγ′
Im β′ and
Kerα
Im γ →
Kerα′
Im γ′ . This again
induces componentwise a natural map M˜k → M˜ ′k. However, this map turns out
not to work for our purposes, as the following example shows.
Example Consider the Jacobian algebra P(Q,W ) given by the quiver
•
β
@
@@
@@
@@
•
α
??
•
γ
oo
and the potential W = αβγ. Then µ˜k(P(Q,W )) = (Q˜, W˜ ), where Q˜ is the quiver
•
α˜
 



•
[αβ] // •
γ
oo
β˜
__@@@@@@@
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and W˜ is the the potential [αβ]γ + [αβ]α˜β˜. Consider a nonzero map between
P(Q,W )-modules
0
?
??
??
??
?
//
0
?
??
??
??
?
K
??
K
id
oo 0
@@       
Koo
The image of this map in f. l.P(Q˜, W˜ ) would be
(0,K, 0)
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w h //
(0, 0,K)
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
K
0 // K
id
oo
ccGGGGGGGGG
0 // Koo
ccHHHHHHHHH
where h is the zero-map, which indicates that this is not the map we are looking for.
In view of the above, we now proceed to define a new map. Considering the ex-
pression
Ker γ
Imβ
⊕ Im γ ⊕
Kerα
Im γ
,
we observe that the two first terms extend to Cokβ, while the two last terms extend
to Kerα. We have a natural induced map Cokβ → Kerα. Taking these features
into account we consider the knitting of short exact sequences
0 //
Kerγ
Imβ
i˜ // Cok β
γ˜ι //
γ˜
##G
GG
GG
G Kerα
ϕ // Kerα
Im γ
// 0
Im γ
ι
;;wwwwwww
$$JJ
JJ
JJJ
0
::ttttttt
0
Moreover, i˜ : Ker γIm β → Cok β and γ˜ : Cok β → Im γ are the induced maps.
Considering the induced map ρ˜ : Cok β → Ker γIm β , we get a knitting of (K-split)
short exact sequences
0 //
Kerγ
Imβ
i˜ // Cok β
ρ˜
oo
γ˜ι //
γ˜
##G
GG
GG
G Kerα
ϕ //
ε{{www
ww
ww
Kerα
Im γσ
oo // 0
Im γ
ι
;;wwwwwwwj
ccGGGGGG
$$JJ
JJ
JJJ
0
::ttttttt
0
where the maps j and ε are induced from the splittings ρ˜ and σ respectively, so
that idCok β = ρ˜˜i+ γ˜j and idKerα = ει+ ϕσ.
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The idea is then to use the diagram
Kerα
Im γ
σ
((QQ
QQQ
Q
Kerα′
Im γ′
⊕ Kerα
fin // Kerα′
ϕ′ 66mmmmmm
ε′
))SSS
SSS
⊕
Im γ
ι 55llllll
j ((R
RRR
RR Im γ
′
⊕ Cok β
f˜out
//
γ˜
OO



Cokβ′
γ˜′
OO


γ˜′
55llllll
ρ˜′
((QQ
QQQ
Q
⊕
Ker γ
Im β
i˜
77nnnnnn
Ker γ′
Im β′
where f˜out is the induced quotient map and where the middle part commutes, that
is
ι ◦ fin ◦ε
′ = j ◦ f˜out ◦ γ˜′.
We let
f˜k =
 i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ γ˜′ 0j ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ ι ◦ fin ◦ε′ ι ◦ fin ◦ϕ′
0 σ ◦ fin ◦ε′ σ ◦ fin ◦ϕ′
 =
 i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ 0 0j ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ ι ◦ fin ◦ε′ 0
0 σ ◦ fin ◦ε′ σ ◦ fin ◦ϕ′

since ι ◦ fin ◦ϕ′ = 0 and i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ γ˜′ = 0. It is however often convenient to use the
first expression of f˜k.
We need to verify that β˜ ◦ fin = f˜k ◦ β˜′ and α˜ ◦ f˜k = fout ◦α˜′.
First,
f˜k ◦ β˜′ =
 i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ γ˜′ 0j ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ ι ◦ fin ◦ε′ ι ◦ fin ◦ϕ′
0 σ ◦ fin ◦ε′ σ ◦ fin ◦ϕ′
 0ι′
σ′

=
 0ι ◦ fin ◦(ε′ ◦ ι′ + ϕ′ ◦ σ′)
σ ◦ fin ◦(ε′ ◦ ι′ + ϕ′ ◦ σ′)

=
 0ι ◦ fin
σ ◦ fin

= β˜ ◦ fin
On the one hand, we have
fout ◦α˜′ = (− fout ◦ρ
′ ◦ π′,− fout ◦γ
′, 0).
On the other hand,
α˜ ◦ f˜k = (−ρπ,−γ, 0)
 i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ 0 0j ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ ι ◦ fin ◦ε′ 0
0 σ ◦ fin ◦ε′ σ ◦ fin ◦ϕ′

= (−ρ ◦ π ◦ i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ − γ ◦ j ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′,−γ ◦ ι ◦ fin ◦ε′, 0)
Since −γ ◦ ι ◦ fin ◦ε
′ = −γ ◦ fin ◦ι
′ ◦ ε′ = −γ ◦ fin = − fout ◦γ
′, it suffices (to get
α˜ ◦ f˜k = fout ◦α˜′) to show that
−ρ ◦ π ◦ i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ − γ ◦ j ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ = − fout ◦ρ
′ ◦ π′.
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But, by the definition of ρ˜ and γ˜, the diagrams
Mout
ρ //
π

Ker γ
π

Cokβ
ρ˜ // Kerγ
Im β
and Mout
γ //
π

Im γ
Cokβ
γ˜
;;wwwwwwwww
are commutative (where, by abuse of notation, we also denote by π the natural
projection Mout → Cokβ). Therefore,
−ρ ◦ π ◦ i˜ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ − γ ◦ j ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′ = −(ρ ◦ π ◦ i˜+ γ ◦ j) ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′
= −(π ◦ ρ˜ ◦ i˜+ π ◦ γ˜ ◦ j) ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′
= −π ◦ (ρ˜ ◦ i˜+ γ˜ ◦ j) ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′
= −π ◦ idCokβ ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′
= −π ◦ f˜out ◦ ρ˜′
= − fout ◦ρ′ ◦ π′
where the last equality follows from the commutativity of
Mout
fout //
π

M ′out
ρ′ //
π′

Ker γ′
π′

Cokβ
f˜out // Cokβ′
ρ˜′ // Ker γ′
Im β′
Note that the image f˜ apparently depends on the choice of splittings ρ, σ, ρ′ and
σ′. However, we only aim to show that we obtain a functor f. l.Λ→ f.l.Λ
′
[addS′k]
.
In [DWZ1] it is proved that different choices of splittings will give isomorphic
objects, and for each vertex i 6= k, the isomorphism is given by id: Mi → M˜i.
Therefore, different choices of splittings will give maps which are equal in f.l.Λ
′
[addS′k]
.
So, we get a well defined map of morphisms from f. l.Λ to f.l.Λ
′
[addS′k]
.
We next want to show that the definition of G on objects and morphisms from
f. l.Λ to f.l.Λ
′
[addS′k]
actually gives rise to a functor, and that we get an induced equiv-
alence
f. l.Λ
[addSk]
→
f. l.Λ′
[addS′k]
.
We first observe that for M in f. l.Λ we have F (idM ) = idFM . This follows from
σϕ = idKer α
Im γ
, i˜ρ˜ = idKer γ
Imβ
and ιε = idIm γ . Then, let f : M →M ′ and f ′ : M ′ →M ′′
be two maps in f. l.Λ. We will compare f˜ ◦ f ′ and f˜ ◦ f˜ ′. By construction, these
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maps are obtained from the following diagrams:
f˜ ◦ f ′ f˜ ◦ f˜ ′
Kerγ
Imβ
i˜ 8
88
88
88
⊕ Im γ
j




ι
8
88
88
88
8 ⊕
Kerα
Im γ
σ




Kerγ
Imβ
i˜ 8
88
88
88
⊕ Im γ
j




ι
8
88
88
88
8 ⊕
Kerα
Im γ
σ




Cokβ
˜fout ◦ fout′

Kerα
fin ◦ fin
′

Cokβ
f˜out

Kerα
fin

Cokβ′
ρ˜′




γ˜′
7
77
77
77
Kerα′
ε′




ϕ′
7
77
77
77
Kerγ′
Im β′
i˜′ 7
77
77
77
⊕ Im γ′
j′




ι′
7
77
77
77
⊕ Kerα
′
Im γ′
σ′




Cokβ′
f˜out′

Kerα′
fin
′

Cokβ′′
ρ˜′′




γ˜′′
7
77
77
77
Kerα′
ε′′




ϕ′′
7
77
77
77
Cokβ′′
ρ˜′′




γ˜′′
7
77
77
77
Kerα′
ε′′




ϕ′′
7
77
77
77
Ker γ′′
Im β′′
⊕ Im γ′′ ⊕ Kerα
′′
Im γ′′
Ker γ′′
Im β′′
⊕ Im γ′′ ⊕ Kerα
′′
Im γ′′
and easy computations show that, locally, the morphism f˜ ◦ f˜ ′ − f˜ ◦ f ′ is given by
Ker γ
Im β ⊕ Im γ ⊕
Kerα
Im γ
β˜
uukkkk
kkk
kkk
k
Fk

Min
0

αβ // Mout
γ
oo
α˜
iiSSSSSSSSSSS
0

Ker γ′′
Im β′′ ⊕ Im γ
′′ ⊕ Kerα
′′
Im γ′′
β˜′′
vvllll
lll
lll
l
M ′′in
α′′β′′ // M ′′out
γ′′
oo
α˜′′
iiRRRRRRRRRRR
where Fk =
 0 0 00 0 0
σ ◦ fin ◦ ε′ ◦ j′ ◦ f˜out
′ ◦ ρ˜′′ 0 0
 . Therefore, the image of f˜ ◦ f˜ ′−
f˜ ◦ f ′ lies in addS′k, showing that we have a functor f. l.Λ→
f.l.Λ′
[addS′
k
] .
We have F (Sk) = 0, hence there is a functor
f. l.Λ
[addSk]
→
f. l.Λ′
[addS′k]
.
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We now verify that this functor is an equivalence. By (the proof of) [DWZ1,
Theorem 10.13], this functor is a bijection at the level of representations: in partic-
ular it is dense. To show that it is a bijection at the level of the morphisms, suppose
that we have a morphism of representations as in diagram (14). By construction
˜˜
f
is of the form:
M˜k
β=
˜˜
β
!!C
CC
CC
CC
CC
˜
fk

M˜
˜˜
f

Min
αβ //
α=˜˜α
>>~~~~~~~~
fin

Moutγ
oo
α˜β˜
oo
fout

M˜ ′k
β′=
˜˜
β′
!!C
CC
CC
CC
CC
M ′ M ′in
α′β′ //
α′=
˜˜
α′
>>}}}}}}}}
M ′out.γ′
oo
α˜′β˜′
oo
By [DWZ1], M is isomorphic to the reduced form µk(M) of M˜ . To obtain this
reduced form, one applies three steps; see [DWZ1, Theorem 5.7, Steps 1-3]. It
turns out that only the first step has an impact on α, β and γ, and this modification
consists of changing the map β to −β. So, applying these steps does not change
the commutativity of the above diagram, saying that after the reduction,
˜˜
f is still
a morphism for the reduced representation.
Now, since f −
˜˜
f is (possibly) not zero only at position k, then f and
˜˜
f coincide
in f.l.Λ[addSk] , showing the bijection at the level of morphisms.
Hence we have proved the following.
Theorem 7.1. The Jacobian algebras Λ = P(Q,W ) and Λ′ = P(µk(Q′,W ′)) are
nearly Morita equivalent.
For Jacobi-finite QP’s this result can be obtained with a very different approach
by combining the result of [A] saying that these algebras are 2-CY-tilted with the
corresponding result for 2-CY-tilted algebras [BMR1, KR1].
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